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ABSTRACT
Thermodynamic, Kinetic and Efficiency Analysis
of Methyl Viologen
Chang Chen
Department of Chemical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Methyl Viologen (MV) is an electron mediator that has great possibilities to be used with
an electrode system in which the electrode system provides electrons towards reducing MV
species. MV has three redox states and they can be converted to each other via redox reactions
on the surface of the electrode. The concentration of the three species of MV was related to the
voltage potential applied to the system through a thermodynamic model. With the
thermodynamic model the concentration of the three species can be predicted with different
applied voltage potentials towards providing guidance for controlling the redox state of MV in a
system. The kinetic rates of MV reduction were also assessed using a preliminary kinetic model.
The kinetic model predicted all three species concentration changes with time although only the
MV+ concentration was measured with time. Analysis revealed that the rate of MV reduction
was three orders of magnitude slower than the rate of electrons required for bioethanol
production. However, increasing the affinity of MV+ on the surface and blocking the H+ on the
surface potentially can increase the reduction rate of MV by up to three orders of magnitude and
can potentially enable MV to be used in commercial applications. As for the efficiency study, the
coloumbic efficiency was less than 22% which was much lower than the efficiency of more than
85% observed in other studies for the direct electron transfer between electrode and bio
organism. The efficiency was lowered mainly by the reduction of H+ and minimizing H+ on the
electrode can largely increase the efficiency. Medium used for cell growth can also affect the
efficiency through medium species consuming electrons provided by the electrode. Electron
mediators, such as MV, have potential promise in applications such as microbial fuel cells,
biofuel formation, and waste water treatment. However, engineering analysis of electron
mediators is critical to provide better engineering control, design, and economic analysis for
future applications.

Keywords: Chang Chen, methyl viologen, engineering analysis, thermodynamic, kinetic,
efficiency
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Biofuel as an alternative fuel
The energy crisis and global warming are among the most severe issues that threaten the

development of the economy. World energy consumption has increased by 4.2 percent from 495
quadrillion Btu in 2007 to 516 quadrillion Btu in 2010 [1, 2]. Among energy sources, liquid fuels
remain the world’s largest energy source. World use of liquids and other petroleum grew 3.4
percent per year from 2007 to 2010 [1, 2]. Consequently, the rising worldwide demand for oil
will collide with falling availability. Although the U.S. is still the world's second-largest
producer of oil, about a third of the US demand must be imported [1]. The same report also
indicated that in 2001, the U.S. imported 6 million barrels of oil, about half the total amount
consumed; this makes an average 3 gallons per person per day. Over time, governments,
corporations, and individuals continue to compete for the shrinking supply.
In addition to the energy crisis, global climate change has gained more attention. Over the
past century, the Earth has increased in temperature by about 0.5 °C partly due to the
“greenhouse gas effects” [3]. The same report also showed that in 2009, total U.S greenhouse gas
emissions of CO were 6.6x1015 g CO, which increased by 7.4 percent from 1990 to 2009.
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One proposed method to reduce the impact of global warming and the energy crisis is the
production and utilization of biofuels obtained from renewable resources. The idea of biofuels
was first introduced in 1912 when the first microbial biofuel cell was demonstrated by Potter [4].
Biofuels are fuels produced from renewable biological resources like starch crops, trees and
grasses, vegetable oils, and animal fats. [5]. Biofuels are renewable, meaning their carbon
sources can often be regrown. Since the energy demands are expanding and the fossil fuels are
depleting, biofuels have the potential to make a difference in helping to meet the world's future
energy needs as an alternative energy source. In addition, advanced biofuels can offer
environmental benefits such as lower carbon and sulfur emissions when compared with
conventional petroleum-based fuels [6].
Typical biofuels include biodiesel [7], bio-alcohol [8] and bio-gasoline [9]. Biodiesel is a
diesel fuel produced from natural oils such as animal fats or vegetable oils through a chemical
process involving transesterification. The process produces two products—methyl esters (i.e.
biodiesel) and glycerin (a valuable byproduct that can be used to make soaps and other
products). Biodiesel can be blended at any level with petroleum diesel to create a biodiesel blend.
It can be used in compression-ignition (diesel) engines with little or no modifications. Biodiesel
is simple to use, biodegradable, nontoxic, and essentially free of sulfur and aromatics. Biodiesel
is the most common biofuel used in Europe [10]. However, there are concerns with the
competition with food, the compatibility with existing engines, and lower heat of combustion
than traditional gasoline [7, 8]. Bench work on new kind of biofuels like bio gasoline is aimed at
solving these problems [9] but there is still a long way to go.
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Bio-alcohol is an alcohol fuel derived from sugarcane, wheat, corn and biomass which
can be blended with conventional petroleum to improve its octane level and reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions. Bio-alcohol, especially ethanol, is the most common biofuel
worldwide [8]. Ethanol fuel can be formed via two main processes: sugar/starch crop
fermentation and lignocellulosic processes. The most prevalent lignocellulosic processes for
ethanol production includes fermentation of sugars and fermentation of syngas [11]. Syngas is a
mixture of principally CO, CO 2 , and H 2 , which can be obtained by gasification of coal,
petroleum, biomass or steam reforming of natural gas. To convert sugars and syngas to alcohol
during fermentation, electrons are essential for the metabolic processes associate with
fermentation.
Biodiesel and bio-alcohol have difficulties in energy-density and compatibility when used
in traditional engines. Bio-gasoline is liquid hydrocarbons identical to those currently used which
is converted from biodiesel or bio-alcohol chemically. The bio-gasoline system includes
hydrotreating, advanced microbial synthesis and chemical converting.

1.2

Electron mediators
In biological processes, electrons for product formation and bio-organism growth are

often supplied by reduced species (e.g. glucose, H 2 , CO, etc.) [12-16]. However, a recent focus
has also been on the use of electrodes to replace the use of reduced species for supplying
electrons for enzymatic or cellular processes [17-21]. When using electrodes, electrons can either
be transferred to cells or enzymes by an external electron mediator or, in some cases, directly
transferred to cells immobilized on an electrode. Several classes of external chemical electron
3

mediators that have been used in biological processes include, but are not limited to, viologen,
phenoxazine, phenothiazine, phenazine, indophenol and bipyridilium derivatives [22]. Specific
examples include methyl viologen (MV) [18], neutral red [20], AQDS [23], resazurin [24], and
phenosafranin [25]. However, challenges of using external mediators have included toxicity [16],
mediator inactivation [26] and low energy efficiency [27].
As for direct electron transfer from electrodes , Nevin et al. recently reported that some
bacteria can utilize electrons directly from an electrode to convert CO 2 to valuable organic
chemicals [28, 29]. For this study, the efficiency of electrons directly transferred from the
electrode was reported to reach as high as 85%. Although the mechanisms of direct electron
transfer are still under question, the current hypothesis is that key enzymes are critical for direct
electrode utilization to occur [30, 31]. Yet, it is unclear as to whether all bacteria are capable of
directly utilizing electrons since only a few cases have been reported. Several challenges that
exist with direct utilization include mass transfer associated with biofilms, potential limitations
of bacterial growth and unclear electron transfer mechanisms between the bacteria and electrode.
As noted, there are many examples of using electrodes for providing electrons in
biological processes, although there are still several challenges including scale-up and economic
issues. Most engineering analysis has been associated with either the kinetics of redox reactions
between electron mediators and enzymes without an electrode [12, 32] or with electron
mediators’ chemical electrochemical properties [33, 34] using cyclic voltammetry. The cyclic
voltammetry studies can only provide limited guidance for future biofuel production applications
due to the significant differences in system settings between the applied system and the cyclic
voltammetry system. The differences include temperature, stirring rate and electrode surface area.
4

Thus, there is great potential in using electrodes but a more rigorous engineering analysis is
needed to design and control electrode-mediated biological processes that are sustainable.
Specifically, this work focuses on characterizing the thermodynamics and kinetics of methyl
viologen (MV) in an electrode system in order to better understand the potential limitations of
using MV as an external electron mediator in biological processes. MV was chosen as a result of
several studies noted below in which MV had a beneficial effect on the biological processes.
For biofuels applications, there is an opportunity to provide electrons from off-grid
energy like energy from a wind mill. The energy from the wind mill is usually difficult to use in
many applications because of the unstable current supply and low potential. However, with a
biological system, there is an opportunity to use the off-grid energy since biological systems can
remain dormant during non-use.

1.3

Methyl viologen
Methyl viologen (MV), also known as N,N′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridinium dichloride or

Paraquat, has been demonstrated as an extracellular electron mediator to promote biological
redox reactions. Three redox states of methyl viologen, MV2+, MV+ and MV0, can exist. MV2+ is
the easiest to be reduced, MV0 is the hardest to be reduced and the MV+ is between the two
extremes.
Several studies have successfully utilized MV in biological processes. From testing with
Clostridium acetobutylicum, it was reported that MV can act as an external electron donor to
increase ethanol yields either from glucose [35] or in an electrode system [36, 37]. Tatsumi et al.
[38] demonstrated the MV can react with the hydrogenase enzyme to promote the electron
5

transfer. Additionally, in another study using Dehalococcoides, MV was applied as an external
electron mediator for cell fermentation of Trichloroethene [17]. Unlike the first two studies, this
latter study used an electrode to continuously provide electrons.
However, some adverse effects of MV on cell growth have been reported with
Clostridium ragsdalei [16]. For example, an immediate decline of cell mass was observed when
MV was added. However, the cell mass eventually reached steady state at a lower cell mass and
an increase of ethanol production was observed, a condition which demonstrated that the cells
were still active. As is evident, MV has promising potential as an external electron mediator,
although a better understanding of the underlying engineering principles would provide more
guidance as to the potential use of MV in these systems. This study focuses on the
thermodynamic and kinetic characterization of MV in an electrode system to provide a
foundation that can lead towards better control and design of biological systems utilizing
extracellular electron mediators.

1.4

Objective
The objective of the project is to perform thermodynamic, kinetic, and efficiency studies

for the extracellular electron mediator MV. The thermodynamic study provides the analysis of
the minimum required external energy input to reduce MV2+ in the solution to useable MV
species that can donate electrons and provides guidance on the applied potential needed to
control the types of MV species that are present. The kinetic analysis provides information of the
MV reduction rate (or electron transfer rate), which is valuable when assessing the feasibility of
future cellular applications based on required cellular electron consumption rates. For efficiency
6

studies, where the electron efficiency is defined as the ratio of the electrons acquired by the
reducing MV versus the electrons provided by external power, the efficiency helps in the
analysis of the economic feasibility in future biofuel production with an electrode system.
The experimental system of a Bio Electrochemical Reactor (BER) used for all work is
depicted in Figure 1.1. In the cathode chamber, MV2+ and MV+ are reduced by electrons to
become MV+ and MV0, respectively. In the anode chamber, water is electrolyzed to O 2 and H+.
Details of the system are described in Chapter 3.

Figure 1.1 Experimental system

1.4.1

Objective 1: Thermodynamic modeling
MV has three redox species, MV2+, MV+ and MV0. MV+ and MV0 have the potential to

donate electrons in biological fermentations. Since the three species can be interconverted by
7

redox reactions, the concentrations of the three species in the solution were studied in relation to
the potential applied to the system. By imposing an optimal potential, concentrations of the three
species in solution can be controlled. A model was developed using the Nernst Equation to
predict the relationship between MV concentrations change with the potential. Several
experiments at various potentials were performed to test the MV thermodynamic model.

1.4.2

Objective 2: Kinetic modeling
Reduction of MV is a two-step electrochemically reaction. The understanding of the

kinetics of electron mediator reduction needs to be addressed for proper design of potential
industrial applications. The speed and total yield of desired product formation could be limited if
the speed of recycling the electron mediator is slower than that of the enzyme or cellular system.
The kinetics of MV reduction was always considered as diffusion limiting in cyclic voltammetry
studies based on the limiting current measurement in stagnant solution [6-8] such that the
kinetic-limiting reaction rates were not studied. For commercial biofuels production, it is
important to know the kinetic-limiting reaction rate to aid in the design or analysis of potential
commercial systems. In this study, the kinetics of MV reduction in the absence of diffusion
limitations were studied using a well-stirred system. For the two-step reduction of MV; each step
is a surface reaction which is composed of three stages: reactant adsorption, surface reaction, and
product desorption. Due to previous research in our lab, the reaction is limited by the surface
reaction.

8

1.4.3

Objective 3: Efficiency analysis
The efficiency of electron utilization (Coulombic efficiency) when reducing MV is

defined as the ratio of the moles of electrons used to reduce MV to the moles of electrons
provided by the applied external potential. The efficiency can be lowered by side reactions, such
as hydrogen formation, medium reduction, and potential other side reactions that can compete
with MV reduction. The electrons utilized and provided were calculated separately. Electron
utilization with time was calculated with experimental data and the kinetic model developed in
Objective 2 and electrons provided were calculated by monitoring the current with time.

9

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of the work presented in this dissertation is to characterize the
thermodynamics, kinetics, and efficiency of electron transfer to methyl viologen (MV) in an
electrode system in order to better understand the potential limitations of using MV as an
external electron mediator in biological processes. The following literature review and
preliminary studies outlines the current state of using MV as an electron mediator for biological
systems, particularly with the potential application for producing biofuels such as ethanol.

2.1

2.1.1

Production of bioethanol

Starch/sugar crops fermentation
Starch fermentation to produce ethanol is considered a first generation biofuel process.

Starch and sugar crops contain the simplest source of sugars and fermentation of starch/sugar
crops is one of the easiest methods of biofuel production. Starch contains a polysaccharide of
glucose residues and sugar crops contains mostly sucrose, both of them can be used by bio
organism directly with little pretreatment. Disadvantages of this process include the competition
with food, high cost of enzymes, and the need for economic subsidies [39].

11

2.1.2

Lignocellulosic processes
Ethanol production using lignocellulosic materials, compared with using starch, has

several advantages including a cheaper feedstock, better carbon conversion, and non-competition
with food [40]. The downside is that lignocellulosic materials are more complex for fermentation
applications which require complicated pretreatments [41].
New technology is being developed to implement lignocellulosic ethanol production. The
most prevalent lignocellulosic processes for ethanol production include: fermentation of sugars,
metal catalysis of syngas, and fermentation of syngas [11]. For the process involving
fermentation of sugars, there are three main steps in ethanol production: biomass pretreatment,
cellulose saccharification, and fermentation. Pretreatment of the lignocellulosic material is
necessary due to the crystalline structure of the lignocellulosic material. Pretreatment processes
of cellulosic and hemi-cellulosic components often include two steps, first with chemicals such
as acid, ammonia, steam, or alkaline [42, 43] to remove the lignin shell outside the cellulosic and
hemi-cellulosic components then with enzymes called cellulases and xylanases to hydrolyze the
lignocellulosic material to fermentable sugars. The sugars are then fermented to ethanol using
bio organisms such as genetically-engineered Escherichia Coli [44], Saccharomyces Cerevisiae
[45] and Zymomonas Mobilis [46]. For the syngas processes, lignocellulosic is first gasified to
produce syngas. Syngas is composed mostly of CO 2 , CO and H 2, but will include a variety of
additional major and minor species depending on the feedstock and type of gasifier [47, 48].
Following syngas generation, syngas is converted to ethanol and other products using either
metal catalysts or fermentation. Syngas fermentation is the focus of the research and more details
are introduced in the following sections.
12

2.2

Syngas utilization
Syngas can be obtained by gasification of coal, petroleum, biomass or steam reforming of

natural gas [49]. Syngas is an intermediate product in the formation of a number of useful
products, including additional H 2 , Fischer-Tropsch liquids, methane, electricity, and ethanol [50].
Syngas can be converted to ethanol and a variety of chemicals through two main processes:
metal catalysis and syngas fermentation.

2.2.1

Metal catalysis
Catalytic conversion of syngas is a primary industrial method to convert syngas to

ethanol fuel using metal catalysts, such as Fe, Co, Ru and Ni [51]. The most common process is
Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis (FTS). FTS is used for the production of liquid hydrocarbons from
CO and H 2 mixtures over a transition metal catalyst. The potential exists for using cellulosicgenerated syngas for large-scale commercial processes, although syngas is not currently used
[52]. The FTS process can produce either gasoline or diesel depending on the catalyst used and
the operating temperature. For iron based catalysts and a high operating temperature (330350 oC), the process will produce mostly light hydrocarbons where the final product will be
mostly gasoline [53]. A low H 2 /CO ratio syngas is optimal for this process. For cobalt based
catalysts, a lower operating temperature (200 oC) will produce heavier hydrocarbons and the
final product will be mostly diesel [54]. This process is optimal with a high H 2 /CO ratio syngas
which is usually generated with natural gas or oil. The first FTS plant began operation in
Germany in 1938 [50], playing an important role in supplying the fuel for Germany during
World War II. In 1955, Sasol (South Africa) launched the first large-scale FTS operation in the
13

world. Currently, many oil companies such as Shell Oil, Chevron, ExxonMobil and
ConocoPhillips have been conducting research and have built pilot plants [50].
With regards to FTS using lignocellulosic-generated syngas, there are still some obstacles.
The severe reaction conditions with high temperature and pressure limit the applications and
require high energy inputs. The heat removal duty resulting from the strong exothermal reactions
during the process are also a serious challenge [55]. In addition, the selectivity of catalytic
conversion is low [52] and some catalysts are very sensitive to biomass-generated syngas
contaminants and are easily poisoned [51]. Besides catalytic conversion of syngas, syngas
fermentation is another method to produce ethanol from syngas.

2.2.2

Syngas fermentation
Syngas fermentation is a microbial process using syngas as the carbon and

energy sources to convert CO 2 , CO and H 2 into fuels and chemicals. CO 2 and CO can act as the
carbon sources and CO and H 2 can act as the electron sources. Similar to using metal catalysis
with FTS, there are several bio-catalysts that can also produce fuels and chemicals from syngas
by fermentation. These microorganisms are mostly known as acetogens including Clostridium
ljungdahlii [56], Clostridium autoethanogenum [57], Eurobacterium limosum [58], Clostridium
carboxidivorans P7 [59], Peptostreptococcus products [60], and Butyribacterium
methylotrophicum [61].
One particular microbe, known as Clostridium Ragsdalei P11, can produce ethanol from
syngas under conditions of 37 °C, 1 atm, and pH 6. The metabolic pathway follows the WoodLjungdahl pathway shown in Figure 2.1 [62, 63].
14
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Figure 2.1 Modified Wood-Ljungdahl metabolic pathway [41]

In this metabolic pathway, shown in Figure 2.1, two molecules of CO2 are reduced to
acetyl-CoA, following which acetyl-CoA is used by bacteria for product formation (e.g. ethanol
and acetic acid) or cell growth or both [64]. In the fermentation process, acetyl CoA can be
converted to the targeted product ethanol or acetic acid. In the methyl branch, one CO 2 molecule
15

is converted to a methyl moiety consuming one ATP and six electrons. In the carbonyl branch,
two electrons are utilized to reduce one CO 2 molecule to CO which is then incorporated with the
methyl moiety to form acetyl-CoA. Twelve electrons are needed to reduce two molecules of CO 2
to acetyl-CoA. Previous experiments demonstrated that cells can grow and produce ethanol and
acetic acid from a headspace composed purely of H 2 and CO [63] or purely of H 2 and CO 2 [65].
H 2 and CO acted as the electron source. Nevertheless, using CO 2 as the sole carbon source rather
than syngas could provide an additional avenue of biofuel production since the amount of CO 2
produced in industry every year is much higher compared to that of CO. Additionally, CO 2 is the
waste gas for many fermentation processes and utilization of CO 2 could enhance the economics
of a biological process using syngas. When using CO 2 as the sole feed gas species, an external
electron source is required. One possible solution is that electrons can be created by an external
power source using a specially designed Bio Electrochemical Reactor.

2.3

Bio electrochemical reactors (BERs)
A bio electrochemical reactor, shown in Figure 2.2, is a reactor that uses external

electricity to enhance biological processes. The reactor can either use direct electricity for
electrons or use biologic processes to produce electrons. For the latter case, chemicals like
glucose are feed to bio organisms or enzymes and electrons from the substrate are donated to the
anode and then transferred to the cathode to make product. In all cases, electrons are transported
from the cathode to the bio organism(s) or enzyme for product formation. Sometimes, a selective
membrane is constructed between the two electrodes to increase the selectivity by avoiding
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Figure 2.2 Bio electrochemical reactors

homogeneous side reactions. The idea of BERs first occurred thirty years ago [66] with various
applications. The most recent uses have focused on waste treatment [67-69] using external
electricity or fuel cells [70-72] to produce electricity. Some studies have addressed the metabolic
changes that affect product distributions of these systems [73]. A few kinetic studies have
reported the kinetic rate constants of electron transfer for bio electrochemical reactions in binary
organic solvent-water media [74]. However, research is still needed to characterize the reactions
that take place in these reactors [65].
One important characteristic of BERs for future implementation is their ability to induce
oxidation-reduction reactions. For example, cell growth and fermentation demand electrons to
provide a chemical reducing potential for product formation. Electrical energy provided by the
BERs can be converted directly to certain kinds of bacteria immobilized on the electrode surface
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or via electron transfer to a suitable electron carrier and subsequently to metabolite production.
For directly electron transfer, certain bacteria can utilize electrons directly from the electrode and
convert CO 2 to valuable organic chemicals [28, 29]. Liao et al. also demonstrated that CO 2 can
be converted to 1-butanol [14]. The efficiency of electrons directly from an electrode could reach
as high as 85% while the process was limited by the low variety of qualified bacteria, low
reaction rate, non-specificity of products produced and high cathode expense.
Thus, it is not evident as to the extent to which direct electrode utilization can be applied
to a wide variety of bacteria. Therefore, it is feasible to explore the use of external chemical
electron mediators for a wider application to the numerous bacteria that are available. However,
low efficiency of the external mediator process is a huge obstacle and improvement of the
efficiency and an understanding of the underlying engineering principles are important to study.

2.4

2.4.1

Electron mediator

Methyl viologen
Methyl viologen (MV) is also known as N,N′-dimethyl-4,4′-bipyridinium dichloride or

by the trade name Paraquat. Three redox states of MV, structures shown in Figures 2.3 – 2.5 [75,
76], can exist via during electron transfer reactions. The colorless di-cation (MV2+), the bluecolored radical cation (MV+) and the yellow-colored neutral species (MV0) are shown in
reactions 2.1 and 2.2, with the standard potential (U θ ) shown relative to Ag/AgCl reference
electrode. A negative standard potential for reaction 1 indicates that the redox reaction is not
thermodynamically favorable when coupled with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode such that
18

H3C N

N CH3

Figure 2.3 Structure of
MV2+

N CH3

H3C N

Figure 2.4 Structure of
MV+

H3C N

N CH3

Figure 2.5 Structure of
MV0

the MV2+ will not reduce to MV+ spontaneously but require an external power to drive the
reaction. Thus, MV2+ is the easiest species to be reduced and MV+ is more difficult.
𝑀𝑉 2+ + e- ↔ 𝑀𝑉 +
𝑀𝑉 + + e- ↔ 𝑀𝑉 0

𝑈𝜃1 = -0.646 V
𝑈𝜃2 = -0.960 V

(2-1)
(2-2)

MV has been shown to be an effective extracellular electron carrier to promote redox
reactions involving bio-catalysis [12, 17, 18, 77]. In 1986, Rao and Mutharasan [36] reported
that MV can act as an electron mediator and increase the ethanol yield from 0.001 g/ g glucose to
0.134 g/g glucose. Aulenta et al. [17] also presented an application of MV as an artificial
electron mediator for cell fermentation with an efficiency of 20%-60%. Yukihiro Tashiro [38]
demonstrated that with MV as the electron mediator, the yield of butanol increased from 0.577
mol/mol without the electron mediator to 0.671 mol/mol with the mediator. These results all
focused on the yield of the product which is the material efficiency while ignoring the ratio of
the energy input verses the energy output—this is critical for the economics of the process.
Further, there are many more reports, with little information of the material or energy efficiency,
that simply illustrate the positive effects of MV on electron transport and product formation [12,
13, 18, 33, 78-81].
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On the other hand, some reports show that certain amounts of MV will sharply decrease
the growth of some cells and inactivate enzymes [16, 82]. The conclusion that all extracellular
MV species are toxic to cells has been made by some researchers, which is not convincing since
experimental results indicate the viability of using the extracellular MV species as electron
donors without any toxicity. The possibility that not all MV species have negative effects on the
cells is supported by the following evidences. First, the redox state (MV2+, MV+, MV0) of MV
used in the reports is not always clearly stated. Second, MV2+ is possibly the species initially
used in the reports, because the commercially sold MV is often in the form of MV2+. Third,
MV2+ can react with NADH inside the cells forming MV+ and MV0 [82]. The conclusion is that
although MV2+ is the only species added to the system, all three species can be present in the
solution due to the redox reactions. Thus, it’s highly possibly that one or more forms of
extracellular MV is toxic while the other forms are harmless to cell growth and fermentation.

2.4.2

Neutral red
Neutral red (NR), shown in Figure 2.6, is also able to promote electron transfer in a

cellular system. NR is a natural reducing agent since, unlike methyl or benzyl viologen, it is nontoxic to cells. NR can promote the growth of cells by replacing menaquinone in the membrane-

NR + + H+ + 2e- ↔ NRH

E0= −𝟒𝟒𝟔 𝐦𝐕

Figure 2.6 Neutral red
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bound complex. For example, the A. succinogenes mutant strain FZ-6 did not grow on fumarate
alone unless electrically reduced NR or hydrogen was present as the electron donor for succinate
production [20]. Furthermore, the NR can act as the sole electron source for cell growth and
fermentation [83]. Since one mole of NR can only carry one mole of electrons while onemole of
MV can carry two moles of electrons at one time, the electron “carrying capacity” of NR is lower
than that of MV.

2.4.3

NADH
NADH, shown in Figure 2.7, is a natural electron carrier that is widely used by

microorganisms for growth and fermentation. NADH is also used in some cell-free bio-catalysis

NAD + + H+ + 2e- ↔NADH

E0= −𝟑𝟐𝟎 𝐦𝐕

Figure 2.7 NADH

redox reactions [82]. However, several problems occur when using NADH in cellular redox
systems. First, the NADH molecule is too large to be transported across the cell membrane.
NADH will be broken into two parts when cells try to transport it through cell membranes.One
part is the pyridine structure, the other is a long carbon chain (represented by “R” in Figure 2.7),
and neither of them is active enough for redox reactions inside cells. This makes NADH
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impossible to be used in cellular systems. Second, NADH will dimerize on electrodes when
reducing NAD+ to NADH [26]. As shown in Figure 2.8, two units of NADH will react with each
other and lose their ability to participate in redox reactions. Without solving these two problems,
NADH would be difficult to use as an external electron donor in syngas fermentation.

Figure 2.8 Dimerization of NADH on the electrode [26]
In summary, MV as an electron carrier possesses two encouraging advantages: 1. MV
can easily move in and out the cells carrying and transferring electrons to active sites. 2. The
“carrying capacity” of two electrons per MV is advantageous. On the other hand, the toxicity of
MV might be a potential problem for some bio-organisms. It’s obvious that MV has promising
potential as an external electron mediator although a better understanding of the underlying
engineering principles involving thermodynamics, kinetics, and transport would provide more
guidance as to the potential uses of MV as an external electron mediator in biological systems.
For such applications, a continual source for MV reduction, such as an externally supplied
energy source, would be important.
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2.5

2.5.1

Engineering analysis of methyl viologen

Thermodynamics
Thermodynamic studies have significant importance in the applications of continuous

production, system scale-up and exploring of suitable products without conducting experiments.
As for syngas fermentation using MV as an electron mediator in a BER system, thermodynamic
studies provide a solid theoretical understanding for choosing optimal operating conditions, such
as the potential imposed on the system. For example, to reduce the MV2+ using electricity, an
optimal potential value is important since a potential above a certain threshold in one direction
may not reduce the MV2+ while an increasingly more negative potential would cost too much
energy and investment. Early MV thermodynamic research focused on the measurement of
equilibrium potential [84]. Reduction of MV2+ to MV+ has a standard potential of -646 mV vs
AgCl/Cl- , and the reduction of MV+ to MV0 has a standard potential of -960 mV vs AgCl/Cl[84]. Shebadeh et.al [85] presented the equilibrium constant values for homogeneous chemical
reactions between MV and macrocycliccomplexes.. MV thermodynamic work is of significant
importance but little has been reported, especially the thermodynamic work for MV in an
electrode system. Thermodynamics for MV in an electrode system is quite different from the
thermodynamics in a homogeneous solution, because the external power provided by the
electrode can largely influence the whole system. One of the objectives of this work is to look
into the MV thermodynamics and develop a quantitative expression for the relationship between
MV concentration and the potential applied to the system.
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2.5.2

Kinetics
MV has three redox species where the two reduced species, MV+ and MV0, can act as an

electron donor in a number of systems, both in non-biological and biological systems. Kinetic
studies of non-biological chemical reactions between MV and reducing agents have shown that
MV can be reduced by H 2 [12, 86], dithionite [87], water [33, 34, 78], and O 2 [88]. Kim et al.
[33] reported the second-order rate constants for the reactions of MV0 with H+, CH 3 COOH,
ClCH 2 CH 2 COOH, and HCOOH in stagnant aqueous media. MV2+ can also form charge-transfer
complexes with various chemicals [34, 75, 89]. Monk et al. demonstrated [75] that the chargetransfer complexes formed between MV+ and solvent ions is essential in evaluation of the
reduction rate of MV2+. In this latter study, kinetic data of MV2+ reduction and properties of
charge-transfer complexes were determined and it was demonstrated that the rate of MV2+
reduction depended on the dissociation rate of the charge-transfer complexes, rather than the
electron-transfer complexation equilibrium constant [75].
Besides non-biological chemical reaction studies, the kinetics of reactions involving bioorganisms have also been reported [13, 32]. Llobell et al. [13]. reported an enzymatic reduction
of glutathione disulfide by electrochemically reduced MV as an electron donor. The Glutathione
Reductase used in the experiments followed a standard Michaelis-Menten kinetics; a Km = 230
μM for reduced MV was determined. The enzyme demonstrated specificity to MV by a
significant lower activity. The activity of the enzyme increased 1.5% with reduced MV at the
same operation conditions, compared to using reduced benzyl viologen as the electron donor.
The kinetics of electrochemically reducing MV with an electrode system has always been
considered as diffusion limiting in cyclic voltammetry studies, however, the kinetic in a well
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stirred system has never been studied. For commercial biofuels production, it is important to
know the kinetic-limiting reaction rate to aid in the design or analysis of potential commercial
systems. In this study, the kinetics of MV reduction in the absence of diffusion limitations were
studied using a well-stirred system to fill in the gap. The understanding of the kinetics of electron
mediator reduction needs to be addressed for industrial applications to occur. The speed and total
yield of desired product could be limited if the speed of recycling the electron mediator is slower
than that of the enzyme or cellular system. Identification of the kinetic mechanism and
quantification of kinetic parameters are keys to gaining understanding required for future
implementation of MV.

2.5.3

Other engineering analysis
Diffusion analysis for MV [90, 91] has also been reported. Schröder et al. [90] reported

that water has a dramatic acceleration effect on the diffusion of MV in ionic liquids. The
photoinduced diffusion of MV2+ from the inner to outer vesicle surface as an electron mediator is
also reported by Lee et al. [91]. The bilayer diffusion is influenced by temperature and buffer.
Only at temperatures above 30 oC and in the presence of the amine buffer is the transmembrane
diffusion rapid. At a temperature below 30 oC, passive diffusion of MV2+ across the bilayer is
quite slow [91].
In summary, there is great potential in using MV as electron mediators but a more
rigorous engineering analysis is needed to design and control MV-mediated biological processes
that are sustainable. This work focuses on characterizing the thermodynamics, kinetics, and
electron efficiency of methyl viologen (MV) in order to better understand potential limitations of
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using MV in an electrode system. MV was chosen as a result of several studies discussed above
in which MV had a beneficial effect on the biological process.
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3

THERMODYNAMICS STUDY

MV has been used as an electron donor for biofuel production in the lab [17]. MV has
three redox species, MV2+, MV+ and MV0. MV 2+ is potentially toxic to bio-organisms by
depleting NAD+ and ATP [16]. On the other hand, MV+ and MV0 are potentially beneficial to
bio-organisms due to their ability to donate electrons. As all the three species can be present in a
system because of redox reactions, a thermodynamic study was performed to assess and model
the concentrations of the three species in a solution as a function of the potential applied to the
system.

3.1

3.1.1

Material and methods

Bio electro reactor (BER)
A Bio-electric Reactor (BER) for anaerobic system was used for the experiments (Figure

3.1). The BER is made of Pyrex glass and contains two 50mm ID jacketed glass chambers which
are connected with a 30-mm diameter pinch clamp. The chambers are separated by a cation
selective membrane of Nafion with thickness of 25.4 µm (Fuel Cell Store, San Diego, CA)
where no chemicals or metabolites can be transferred across the Nafion membrane except
protons and cations. Each chamber was constructed with two gas ports on the upper part of the
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chamber in which gas tubing with inner diameter of 0.25 inches (Masterflex Tubing Puri-Flex,
L/S® 17,Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) is inserted into the chamber above the solution for the
gas inlet and outlet. There are two liquid ports at the bottom of each chamber for to use for the
reference electrode, pH buffer control, and liquid sampling.
The anode and cathode were made from unpolished graphite 2.5cm x 1.25cm x 7.5cm
(G-10, Graphite Engineering and Sales, Greenville, MI). The electrodes were connected to the
wires (single solid line in Figure 3.1) with graphite epoxy. The wires then went through the butyl
rubber stoppers in the top of each chamber and connected to the potentiostat.

Figure 3.1 Bio-electric reactor
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A potentiostat (Potentiostat EZ161, eDAQ, Colorado Springs, CO) connected to an
Ecorder (Ecorder ED821, eDAQ, Colorado Springs, CO) and interfaced with Chart® (version
5.0, eDAQ, Colorado Springs, CO) was used to maintain the voltage potential of the cathode
relative to a reference Ag/AgCl electrode (non-leaking Ag/AgCl reference electrode, Warner
Instruments, Hamden, CT). Potentials ranging from -0.65 to -1.1 V were studied.
Throughout the study, the cathodic chamber contained 20 mL dimethylformamide (DMF)
and 180 mL water and a final concentration of 0.1 mM MV2+ (0.0051g). The concentration was
chosen to be 0.1 mM because a higher concentration would lead to noticeable dimerization of
MV+ [33]. The anodic chamber contained 200 mL of 100 mM KCl solution. All solutions were
fresh-made and adjusted to pH to 7. All solutions in the BER were maintained at pH 7 using a
pH control system. The pH was measured with a pH probe (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH) and
controlled by a controller which connects to a peristaltic pump (Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL).
The controller turns on the pump when the solution pH is lower than 6.8, resulting in the addition
of a pH buffer (5M KOH) to the anodic chamber to adjust the pH. In experiments, the pH will
drop if there is no control because more H+ is produced in the anode chamber than consumed in
cathode chamber. Reaction conditions were maintained anaerobic by purging N 2 gas before each
run for 2 hours and then continuously purging N 2 gas in the headspace throughout the duration
of the experiments. The purging occurred through the cathode chamber and then the anode
chamber to help maintain an anaerobic environment since O 2 is a byproduct of the reaction in the
anode chamber. All experiments were maintained at 37 °C by flowing 39.2°C water through the
outer jacket of each reaction chamber before each run for 2 hours and during the experiments.
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Continuous photometric analysis of MV+ was performed by continuously flowing the
cathodic solution through a flow-cell in the UV-spectrophotometer (1700 UV-spectrophotometer,
Shimadzu, Columbia, MD). The flow-through system consisted of Viton® pump tubing with an
inner diameter tubing of 0.06 inches (Cole Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) connected to a pump (Cole
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL), and sealed to a flow-through cuvette (585.3-SOG, Starna Cells,
Atascadero, CA) which was kept at reaction temperature in the spectrophotometer. The
extinction coefficient for MV+ at 606 nm is reported by Thorneley et al. as 13000 M-1 cm-1 [88].
MV2+ and MV0 do not absorb light at the chosen wavelength. The UV spectrophotometer was
blanked with the initial solution containing MV2+.
After each experiment, the BER was disassembled and every piece was cleansed and
dried separately. Different parts needed to be rinsed with DI water before and after each step.
Graphite electrodes were cleansed with soap and immersed into 5M HCl for two hours. After
that, the graphite electrodes were immersed in 500 mL DI water for at least 10 hours. pH
indicator paper was used to test the pH of the graphite surface to make sure HCl was fully
removed. The pH should be around 7 before graphite electrodes can be used again. The pH probe
was washed with soap and stored in 3M KCl solution. The two glass chambers were brushed
with soap and immersed in an acid bath for 10 hours. The gas tubes and rubber stoppers were
washed with soap. To clean the residue, the stoppers were boiled in 10 vol% Multi-Terge
(Harleco, Gibbstown, NJ) for 10 minutes and boiled in DI water for 10 minutes. The reference
electrode was washed with soap and stored in DI water. The tube between the chambers and the
UV-spectrophotometer was cleansed by flowing 500 mL of clean of DI water through the tube.
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In the BER, the external power drives the electrochemical reaction in the system. On the
anode, water electrolysis occurs and donates electrons to the anode. H+ and O 2 are formed from
water electrolysis. O 2 is purged out of the system with N 2 and H+ immigrates to the cathode
chamber through the cation selective membrane under the influence of a potential difference. In
the cathode chamber, MV2+, MV+ or sometimes H+ are reduced when electrons are transferred to
these species on the cathode.
3.1.2

Overcoming system problems
3.1.2.1 Oxygen
One of the problems that had to be overcome in order to achieve repeatable, realistic, and

reliable data was oxygen contamination in the system. The development of the flow-through
spectrophotometric system was used to minimize oxygen contamination in the MV+ analysis.
Viton® tubing was used for the tubing to/from the spectrophotometer since it has a low oxygen
permeability of 2.8 x 10-7 cm3 s-1 [92]. The only drawback for Viton® is that it cannot be
autoclaved, which is unimportant in this experiment, but should be noted for any cellular
experiments that may be performed in the apparatus in the future. Also, every connection was
checked to make sure they were sealed before beginning the experiments.
3.1.2.2 pH influence
Without pH control, the pH in the solution would decrease with time as protons were
continuously produced at the anode while only a small or negligible amount was consumed at the
cathode. In preliminary experiments without a pH control system, the pH dropped to around pH
2 in 10 hours with an MV concentration of 0.01 M. A pH around 2 indicates that the H+
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concentration is 0.01 M, consistent with the amount of MV reduced on the cathode (0.01 M).
Since the pH has a significant influence on the system, including the reference electrode
potential, homogeneous reactions with MV, and in the future, cell growth and fermentation, a pH
control system described above was utilized to maintain the system pH at 7.
3.1.2.3 Reference electrode
At first, the system used a reference electrode of Ag/AgCl (E255 Ag/AgCl wire electrode,
Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) instead of a sealed, non-leaking reference electrode. The wire
reference electrode was completely exposed in the solution and it degraded with time. As an
example, the potential difference between a new wire electrode and a 30-hour used wire
electrode was 0.3 mV. When using the wire electrode the potential of the reference electrode is
controlled by maintaining a constant Cl- concentration (100 mM) in the solution. However, since
the MV in the cathode chamber can influence the potential of a wire reference electrode, the wire
electrode had to be placed in the anodic chamber. The potential that drives a reaction (which for
this study is a desired parameter to select) is the potential difference between the potential on the
electrode surface of interest and the potential in the solution close to the electrode. For the
system of this study, the working electrode of interest is the electrode in which it is desirable to
reduce MV (i.e. cathode). Thus, the best location of a reference electrode is close to the cathode.
Since the potential in different places in the solution would be different, placing the reference
electrode in the anodic chamber not only included the potential difference between the cathode
and the solution near the cathode but also the potential difference between the solution near the
cathode and the solution near the reference electrode. The additional potential difference adds
additional terms for thermodynamic and kinetic calculations, making the system much more
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difficult to accurately model. To minimize the electrode problem, a new reference electrode that
is sealed and non-leaking was placed close to the cathode in the cathodic chamber.
3.1.2.4 Clean electrode
Clean electrodes are critical for an electro chemical system since all reactions occur on
the surface of the electrode and contamination would result in unrepeatable, unrealistic, and
unreliable results. The cathode and anode are made of graphite which has a porous surface
structure. Porous structures make the cleaning more difficult to accomplish. Initially, the two
electrodes were only rinsed for 10 minutes after immersing the electrode in acid for 2 hours. The
rinsing was not enough to clean all of the acid from the porous structures. A new method of
immersing the electrode into large amounts of DI water (800 mL) for at least 10 hours after the
acid wash was developed. The pH of the electrode surface was tested and the pH reached 7. A
pH of 7 indicates that most of the acid is removed from the surface and the electrodes are clean.
3.1.2.3 Nafion®
The cation selective membrane is made of Nafion®, which usually has high selectivity
for cations and a long working life that is easy to maintain. For a system using MV, MV2+ and
MV+, these cations may clog the Nafion® pores (unpublished results from a student in Dr.
Wheeler’s group). For the studies in this thesis, MV2+ and MV+ are attracted to the cathode by
the potential difference, which lead to a lower possibility that they will clog the membrane.
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3.2

3.2.1

Results and discussions

Experimental results
At applied potentials more negative than -650 mV vs Ag/AgCl (Ag/AgCl is 200mV vs

SHE), MV2+ can be electrochemically reduced to MV+ according to the one-electron transfer
reaction since for the reaction MV2+ + e- ↔ MV+. At applied potentials more negative than -960
mV vs Ag/AgCl (3.4 M), MV+ can undergo a second, one-electron, transfer reaction of MV+ + e↔ MV0. At a potential of -1100 mV, MV2+ can be completely reduced to MV0. When the
potential was more negative than -1100 mV (e.g. -1500 mV) production of H 2 (E°′ = -642 mV vs
Ag/AgCl (3.4 M)) may occur and noticeable bubbles, likely H 2 , gas was observed.
Electrochemical reduction of MV at potentials of -1100 mV, -1000 mV, -900 mV, -800
mV, -700 mV, and -650 mV with an initial MV2+ concentration of 0.1 mM was studied to assess
the thermodynamics of MV reduction. Results of the MV+ concentration with time are shown in
Figure 3.2 for the various applied voltages.
A potential of -650 mV cannot reduce MV2+ and no MV+ was produced. For the
reduction at potentials from -700 mV to -900 mV, the MV+ concentration changes have two
regimes. In the first regime, the concentration increased, in the second regime, the concentration
reached steady state. Both of the rate of concentration change in the first regime and the steady
state concentration for the second regime increased when the potential became more negative. As
seen, the initial change in MV+ concentration for -800 to -1100 mV appeared to be similar
although the reduction rate decreased as the potential changed from -1100 to -800 mV.
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Figure 3.2 Reduction of MV under different potential

At a potential of -1000 and -1100 mV, the MV+ concentration data demonstrated that
MV2+ was first reduced to MV+ since the concentration of MV+ increased with time. After that,
the MV+ concentration decreased slowly because MV+ was further reduced to MV0. This two
electron reduction was expected since the potential was more negative than -960 mV. The
MV+ concentration stabilized at around 0.01 mM for -1000 mV and about 0 mM for -1100 mV
after long times (not shown on graph).
Repeated experiments for -900 mV and -800 mV shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4
demonstrated repeatability for the experiments.
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Figure 3.3 Repeat experiments on potential of -900 mV

Figure 3.4 Repeat experiments on potential of -800 mV
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The measured MV+ equilibrium concentration data appear in Figure 3.5 together with
modeled results with respect to each potential. The model shown is described later. As shown in
Figure 3.5, the equilibrium MV+ concentration has a Gaussian-type distribution. The model
below shows this distribution. This type of figure is helpful in designing engineering systems
with MV since it is important to control the type of MV state that can exist in an applied system.

Figure 3.5 Comparison of experimental data and the model

The model below shows this distribution. This type of figure is helpful in design
engineering systems with MV since it is important to control the type of MV state that can exist
in an applied system.
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3.2.2

The model
The equilibrium concentrations of three species in the solution are related to the potential

applied to the system, though only MV+ was experimentally measured. A thermodynamic model
was developed using the Nernst Equation which describes the relationship between equilibrium
chemical concentrations and the applied potential. This model was derived with the
understanding that the reduction of MV can be treated as a cell with MV reduction occurring on
the working electrode (cathode) and the Ag/AgCl electrode acting as the reference electrode. The
reference electrode was used to control the potential of the cathode relative to the reference
electrode using a potentiostat. Controlling relative to a reference electrode is much better than
controlling relative to the anode since the potential of a reference electrode is relatively fixed,
while the potential of an anode can vary with time as a result of changing conditions around the
anode. It should be noted that different reference electrodes can be used in different systems (e.g.
wire electrode, sealed electrode, etc.) though the sealed Ag/AgCl reference electrode is used in
this study for reasons noted above. However, the same model calculations can be performed
accordingly with any electrode.
3.2.2.1 Model derivation
To illustrate the development of the model to predict equilibrium MV concentrations as a
function of applied potential (U external power ), the first reduction from MV2+ to MV+ is used as an
example. It is important to note that for an electrochemical system with a working electrode and
a reference electrode, the open circuit potential for the MV reaction (U MV ) is defined as:
𝑈𝑀𝑉 = 𝜙𝑊𝐸 − 𝜙𝑅𝐸

(3-1)
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Here, U MV is the open circuit electrical potential of the electrode, in this case the working
electrode (WE) relative to the reference electrode (RE). Similar to the relation of gravitational
potential change and the work done by gravity, the Gibbs free energy change for the open circuit
(ΔG cell ) can be expressed by the electrical potential difference between the two positions
according to:
ΔG𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑧𝑒 − ∙ 𝐹 ∙ (𝜙𝑊𝐸 − 𝜙𝑅𝐸 ) = 𝑧𝑒 − ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑀𝑉

(3-2)

where z e - is the charge number of the electron, which is -1, and F is Faraday’s constant of 9.65
x 104 C/mol.

A positive value of U MV indicates that MV2+ reduction can occur spontaneously (∆G<0)

if a wire is connected between the two electrodes. Conversely, a negative value of U MV means
that the MV2+ reduction of the redox reaction cannot occur spontaneously. For the reduction of
MV2+ to MV+, U MV at standard conditions is -0.646V which indicates that MV2+ reduction is a
nonspontaneous reaction. To drive the reaction, an external power source must be applied to the
system. The external power source can be treated as another cell with the opposite working and
reference electrode. Thus, the energy balance of the system is
ΔGsystem = −F ∙ UMV − �−F ∙ Uexternal power �

(3-3)

In order for reactions to occur spontaneously in the system, which includes both an
external power source and the redox reaction in the solution, a negative ΔG system is required. The
condition for ΔG system being negative for the system is that U external power is more negative than
U MV . In the experimental data shown in Figure 3.2, a more negative potential like -700 mV, -800
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mV and -900 mV can drive the reduction of MV2+ but a less negative potential of -650 mV
cannot drive the reduction. Once equilibrium is achieved, FU MV = FU external power .
To utilize the chemical potential for the electrochemical cell in the model, the difference
between the chemical potentials (µ) for a charged species (electrons for example) at two
positions (such as working and reference electrodes) can be expressed as the Gibbs free energy
of the electrochemical cell (ΔG cell ) of moving reversibly, at constant temperature and constant
volume, of 1 mol of the charged species (electrons) from one position to the other, such that
𝛥𝐺𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝜇𝑒𝑤− − 𝜇𝑒𝑟−

(3-4)

𝐹 ⋅ 𝑈𝑀𝑉 = 𝜇𝑒𝑟− − 𝜇𝑒𝑤−

(3-5)

Equating Equations 3-2 and 3-4, and using z e - = -1 gives:

At the reference electrode, the reaction AgCl+ e- = Ag + Cl- can occur in either direction

depending on the 𝛥G values. At equilibrium for a reaction at constant T and P:
𝑑𝐺 = 0 = ∑ 𝜇𝑖 𝑑𝑛𝑖

(3-6)

Here, µ is the chemical potential and dn is the change in moles. Thus, the reference electrode
reaction at equilibrium gives:
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟
𝑟
− ,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 − 𝜇𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 − 𝜇𝑒 −
0 = 𝜇𝐴𝑔
+ 𝜇𝐶𝑙

(3-7)

Here, Cl- is the concentration of Cl- in the sealed reference electrode. Similarly, for the working
electrode reaction of MV2+ + e- = MV+, the working electrode reaction at equilibrium gives:
𝑤
𝑤
𝑤
0 = 𝜇𝑀𝑉
+ − 𝜇𝑀𝑉 2+ − 𝜇𝑒 −

(3-8)
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Substituting Equations 3-7 and 3-8 into 3-5, gives the expression of 𝑈𝑀𝑉 as a function of
chemical potentials of different species:

𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑀𝑉 = (𝜇𝐴𝑔 + 𝜇𝐶𝑙−,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 − 𝜇𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 − 𝜇𝑀𝑉 + + 𝜇𝑀𝑉 2+ )

(3-9)

Note that in Equation 3-9, the MV concentrations are those surrounding the working
electrode and they are assumed to be well mixed and represented by the corresponding
concentrations in the bulk solution. The chemical potential for each species in Equation 3-9 can
be expressed as
𝜇𝑀𝑉 2+ = 𝜇𝑀𝑉 2+ 0 + R ∙ T ∙ ln
𝜇𝑀𝑉 + = 𝜇𝑀𝑉 + 0 + R ∙ T ∙ ln

[𝑀𝑉 2+ ]

[𝑀𝑉 + ]

0
[𝑀𝑉 + ]

𝜇Ag = 𝜇Ag 0

𝜇AgCl = 𝜇AgCl 0

0

with 𝑀𝑉 2+ = 1𝑀

0
[𝑀𝑉 2+ ]

𝜇𝐶𝑙− ,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝜇𝐶𝑙− 0 + R ∙ T ∙ ln

0

with 𝑀𝑉 + = 1𝑀

(3-10)
(3-11)
(3-12)
(3-13)

[𝐶𝑙 − ,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒]
[𝐶𝑙− 0 ]

with 𝐶𝑙 − 0 = 3.4𝑀

(3-14)

It should be noted that Cl- ,probe is 3.4 M (the Cl- concentration of the sealed reference electrode)
such that µCl − , probe = µCl −0 . R g is the universal gas constant (8.314 J / (mol ∙ K)) and T is the
absolute temperature (310.15K) for the reaction conditions.

Substituting Equations 3-10 to 3-14 into Equation 3-9 gives
𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑀𝑉 = 𝜇Ag 0 + 𝜇𝐶𝑙− 0 − 𝜇AgCl 0 − 𝜇𝑀𝑉 + 0 − R ∙ T ∙ ln[𝑀𝑉 + ] + 𝜇𝑀𝑉 2+ 0 + R ∙ T ∙

ln[𝑀𝑉 2+ ]

(3-15)
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Both MV concentrations in Equation 3-15 have units of M. In addition, the expression for the
standard cell potential can be expressed as
𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝜃1 = 𝜇𝐴𝑔𝜃 − 𝜇𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙𝜃 − 𝜇𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙𝜃 + 𝜇𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2𝜃

(3-16)

Substituting Equation 3-16 into 3-15 gives
[𝑀𝑉 + ]

(3-17)

𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑀𝑉 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝜃1 − R ∙ Tln [𝑀𝑉 2+ ]

Finally, combining Equations 3-3 and 3-17 at equilibrium (∆G system =0) gives
[𝑀𝑉 + ]

𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝜃1 − R ∙ Tln [𝑀𝑉 2+]

(3-18)

Similarly, for the reduction of MV+ to MV0, the following equation is also obtained.
[𝑀𝑉 0 ]

𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝑈𝜃2 − R ∙ Tln [𝑀𝑉 + ]

(3-19)

Uθ1 and Uθ2 are standard potentials for reaction 1 and 2 where Uθ1 = -0.646V and Uθ2 =
-0.960V relative to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode (at 3.4 M AgCl).

As previously reported, MVCl 2 has very little dissociation [93]. This adds an additional
constraint on the system. Thus, the dissociation equilibrium constant (K) can be used to express
− ]2 ⁄[𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙 ]
the concentration relation between MV2+ and MVCl 2 where 𝐾𝐾 = [𝑀𝑉 2+ ][𝐶𝑙𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛
2 . It

should be noted that the Cl- concentration is the concentration in the bulk solution surrounding

the working electrode, which for this study is 0.1M. Since the Cl- concentration in the bulk will
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not change appreciably due to any MVCl 2 dissociation (MVCl 2 added is 1000 times smaller than
Cl - concentration), Cl- soln will essentially be constant at 0.1M. Rearranging K gives
[𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2 ] =

�𝑀𝑉 2+ �∙[0.1𝑀]2

(3-20)

𝐾

Additionally, due to 0.1 mM MVCl 2 being initially added to the system, the balance for all MV
species is
0.0001𝑀 = [𝑀𝑉 2+ ] + [𝑀𝑉 + ] + [𝑀𝑉 0 ] + [𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2 ]

(3-21)

Substituting Equation 3-20 into Equation 3-21 gives
0.0001𝑀 = [𝑀𝑉 2+ ] ∙ (1 +

[0.1𝑀]2
𝐾

) + [𝑀𝑉 + ] + [𝑀𝑉 0 ]

(3-22)

Equations 3-18, 3-19, 3-20 and 3-22 were used to solve for the concentrations of MVCl 2 , MV2+,
MV+, and MV0 at various values of U external power based on a given value of K. The MV+
experimental data in Figure 3.5 was used to find the K that fit the MV+ data with the least error.
The best fit was with K = 5.6x10-5 M2. This value is consistent with the literature that states that
the dissociation is very small.
The model was able to fit the data very well and capture the bell-shaped curve of the
MV+ data. Figure 3.5 also shows the predicted concentrations of MVCl 2 , MV2+ and MV0 as a
function of applied external power. An interesting component associated with the model shown
in Figure 3.5 is the low dissociation of MVCl 2 that leads to essentially negligible MV2+ in
solution at all external power values. Only MVCl 2 is appreciable at low external power values.
In contrast, MV+ and MV0 can reach concentrations at various external power values that are the
same magnitude as the initial MVCl 2 added to the solution. This finding leads to further
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questions as to the effects of MV2+, MV+, and MV0 on cell toxicity since MV2+ will likely be
lower than these other species. Obviously, the amount of Cl- in the system will affect the
equilibrium amount of MV2+ associated with the dissociation constraint.
The small difference between the model and the experimental MV+ concentration at -900
mV and -800 mV could be due to side reactions of MV+ such as dimerization and reaction with
O 2 [88]. Dimerization effects have been shown to be reduced by using low MV+ concentrations
in a 9:1 DMF:H 2 O solution [94, 95]. This solution was used for this study but it appears that side
reactions may not be completely eliminated. The dimerization is more likely when the MV+
concentration is higher. The O 2 generated in the anodic chamber was likely eliminated by
purging N 2 . Still it was a possibility that trace amounts of O 2 could enter the tubing connecting
the flow cell in the UV-spectrophotomer to the chamber. The tubing was selected with a low O 2
permeability (2.804 x 10-7 cm3/s) [92] but there could still be trace amounts of O 2 because the
reaction time was as long as 15 x 103 s. The side reactions were not obvious when MV+ was in
low concentration, but it may have a larger influence when MV+ is at a higher concentration.
3.2.2.2 Influence of K and Cl-,soln on model.
The influence of the parameters K and the concentration of Cl- in the solution on the
prediction of the MV+ concentration were studied using the model in Excel. Results are
demonstrated in Figures 3.6 and Figure 3.7
In Figure 3.6, the influence of K on the MV+ concentration when the concentration of Clin the solution equals 0.1M is shown. As noted, as K increase, the plot will also expand to a less
negative applied potential region with a higher peak value. An increase in the K value only
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reduces the energy requirement for the first reduction (represented by right side of figure) but has
little influence on the second reduction (represented by left side of figure). Although K is fixed
and can only be adjusted by temperature, Figure 3.6 hypothetically shows what would happen if
MVCl 2 could completely dissociate (large K represented by 1 x 104 M2). In Figure 3.6, it is also
obvious how incorrectly accounting for the equilibrium can provide inaccurate predictions.
Thus, any electrode system analysis for electron mediators should make sure that equilibrium
constraints are properly accounted for.

Figure 3.6 Influence of K on relationship of MV concentration change with potential
As shown in Figure 3.7, as Cl- soln decreases, the plot will also expand to a less negative
applied potential region with a higher peak value. A decrease in Cl- soln reduces the energy
requirement for the first reduction but has little influence on the second reduction. Unlike K,
Cl- soln can be adjusted through experimental design. Thus, reducing Cl- soln would be beneficial
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Figure 3.7 Figure 3.8 Influence of Cl- sol on relationship of MV concentration
change with potential

to reduce the amount of applied energy needed to reduce MV2+ to MV+. This reduced energy
input would improve the economics. In addition, a lower applied energy would also likely
reduce the H+ reduction on the electrode, leading to better electron efficiency (see Chapter 5).

3.3

Discussion and conclusions
MV has three redox states and they can be converted to each other via redox reactions.

Among the three species, MV2+ has no ability to donate electrons but the strongest ability to take
electrons. As previously stated in Chapter 2, some studies have stated the MV (without
identifying the species) is toxic to bacteria but other studies have shown positive effects. One
working hypothesis is that MV2+ is potentially toxic to bacteria by taking electrons from bacteria
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and depleting the ATP. For MV+, MV+ was the partially reduced species and it can only donate
one electron per MV+. An advantage for MV+ is the lower potential and less energy required to
electrochemically reduce MV+. MV0 has the strongest reducing power and it can donate two
electrons per MV0. Nevertheless, MV0 requires more energy to be reduced and the reduction of
MV+ to MV0 would compete with the reduction of H+ and consume more energy. Moreover,
reduction from MV+ to MV0 is not as reversible as the reduction from MV2+ to MV+ [33], which
has an adverse influence on the continuous applications. With these distinctive properties of the
three MV species, a system should be designed for the most suitable species instead of randomly
using all three species together. Controlling the species of MV in the solution is beneficial to
maximize the beneficial species and maximize the beneficial effect that the species has on the
desired product.
Thermodynamic studies also have significant importance in the applications of
continuous production and system scale-up and new product exploration. Early MV
thermodynamic research focused on the measurement of equilibrium potential for the two step
reduction of MV [84]. Shebadeh et.al [85] presented the equilibrium constant values for
homogeneous chemical reactions between MV and macrocyclic hosts. MV thermodynamic work
is of significant importance but little has been done, especially the thermodynamic work for MV
in an electrode system. Thermodynamics of MV in an electrode system is quite different from
the thermodynamics in a homogeneous solution, because the external power provided by the
electrode can largely influence the whole system.
In this study, MV was electrochemically reduced at different potentials. Any potential
more negative than - 650 mV can drive the reduction of MV2+ to MV+. Additionally, any
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potential more negative than -1100 mV can completely reduce all MV2+ to MV0. At potentials
between -650 mV and -1100 mV, the concentration of MV+ equilibrated at a certain value and
the value is a function of the external potential applied to the system. A thermodynamic model
was built in this study to relate the equilibrium concentration of MV+ to the external power
applied to the system.
With this model, the three species concentrations can be calculated once the external
power is given, or the other way around. With this model, a system can potentially be designed
to control the desired MV species by choosing an optimal potential. However, thermodynamic
predictions will change with various conditions like pH, Cl- (for this application), temperature,
and electron mediators used. Although this model is limited to this specific experimental system
with MV, the methods and model can provide guidance for similar studies at other conditions or
for other electron mediators. This thermodynamic study not only provides the analysis of the
minimum required external energy input to reduce MV2+ in the solution to useable MV species
that can donate electrons, but also provides guidance on the applied potential needed to control
the types of MV species that are present.
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4

KINETIC STUDY

The understanding of the kinetics of electron mediator reduction is one of the most
important fundamental principles that need to be addressed in order to design industrial
applications. The rate of the desired reaction and the total yield of desired product could be
limited if the rate of recycling the electron mediator is slower than that needed for an enzyme or
cellular system. When choosing electron mediators to couple with cells, the maximum rate in
which electron mediators donate electrons should be greater than the rate of electron
consumption by bio organisms so that the organism is the limiting step. Identification of the
kinetic mechanism and quantification of kinetic parameters for reducing agents are keys to
gaining understanding required for future implementation of BERs.
MV has been used as electron donors for chemical [13, 96] and biological processes [12,
36, 77] in fundamental studies. The kinetics of MV reduction was always considered as diffusion
limiting in cyclic voltammetry studies based on the limiting current measurement in stagnant
solution [75, 79, 97] such that the kinetic-limiting reaction rates were not studied. For
commercial biofuels production, it is important to know the kinetic-limiting reaction rate to aid
in the design or analysis of potential commercial systems. In this study, the kinetics of MV
reduction in the absence of diffusion limitations was studied using a well-stirred system.
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4.1

Materials and method
Experiments for the kinetic study were part of the same studies outlined in Chapter 3.

Thus, the materials and methods were previously discussed in Chapter 3. The kinetic parameters
were obtained from the Chapter 3 results of the concentration of MV+ with time as described
below. The MV+ concentration was taken every 60 seconds until the end of the experiment.

4.2

Experimental data
In Chapter 3 studies, MV2+ was electrochemically reduced at a potential of -1100 mV and

the results showing the MV+ concentration with time appear in Figure 4.1 for three studies.
During the study, the pH of the system was initially adjusted to 7 and maintained around

Figure 4.1 MV+ concentration with time
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7 throughout the experiment. The MV+ concentration first increased nearly linearly, reached a
mean peak value of 0.087 mM, then the MV+ concentration began to decrease. Figure 4.1 shows
a slower rate for the MV+ concentration decrease than the increase. Also, the decrease was not
linear and the rate of decrease declined as the reduction went on.

4.3

4.3.1

Kinetic model

Model development
The study involving the applied potential of -1100 mV was chosen for the kinetic

analysis because only at a potential more negative than -1100 mV, both of the two steps of MV
reduction will fully occur such that the reverse reactions of both reduction steps were considered
negligible in the model development. For example, at a potential of -900 mV, MV2+ was fully
reduced to MV+ but the reaction between MV+ and MV0 reached an equilibrium which requires
the reverse reaction to be taken into account and this increases the complexity of the model. Thus,
this model is the first development towards a more detailed model that could include reversibility
and applied voltage effects.
The MV reduction from MV2+ to MV+, then to MV0 is a two-step reaction, shown in
Chapter 2. In this study, an electrode was used to electrochemically reduce MV, and the
electrochemical reduction occurred on the surface of the electrode. Thus, each step of MV
reduction was a surface reaction. Surface reactions are generally composed of three stages:
reactant adsorption, surface reaction, and product desorption as shown in Figure 4.2. MV2+ first
adsorbs onto the electrode surface and then MV2+ reacts with electrons provided by the cathode
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on the surface to form MV+. MV+ can either desorb from the cathode or further react with
another electron and form MV0. MV0 can also desorb from the electrode.

Figure 4.2 Mechanism of electrochemically reduction of MV

The detailed kinetic scheme is demonstrated as six elementary steps as follows
MVCl2 ↔ MV 2+ + 2 ∙ Cl−

Dissociation equilibrium in solution

(4-1)

MV2+ adsorption/desorption

(4-2)

(MV 2+ − S) ↔ (MV + − S)

MV2+ surface reaction

(4-3)

MV 2+ + S ↔ (MV 2+ − S)
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(MV + − S ) ↔ MV + + S

MV+ adsorption/desorption

(4-4)

MV+ surface reaction

(4-5)

(MV 0 − S) ↔ MV 0 + S

MV0 adsorption/desorption

(4-6)

(MV + − S) ↔ (MV 0 − S)

Noted that the concentration of MV2+ is in equilibrium with MVCl 2 as
𝐾𝐾 ∙ 𝐶𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2 = 𝐶𝑀𝑉 2+ 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝑙−𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 2

(4-7)
𝐾

Thus, for every mole of MVCl 2 initially put in the solution, there are only 𝐾𝐾 ′ = �[0.1𝑀]2 +𝐾� =
5.57x10-3 moles MV2+ initially present (K=5.6 x 10-5 in Chapter 3) and the actual
𝐶𝑀𝑉 2+ 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 = 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ (𝐶𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐶𝑀𝑉 2+𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 )

(4-8)

To simplify the model, let 𝐶𝑀𝑉 2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑀𝑉𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐶𝑀𝑉 2+ 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 . Any of these steps can be

the rate limiting step in the process. Assuming a well-mixed system and no mass transfer
limitations, the mole balance for each species can be expressed as follows:
1 d

V dt

NMV2+ −S = kf1 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∙ θv − kr1 ∙ θMV2+ − k2 ∙ θMV2+

V dt

NMV+ −S = k2 ∙ θMV2+ − kf3 ∙ θMV+ + kr3 ∙ CMV+ ∙ θv − k4 ∙ θMV+

V dt

NMV0 −S = k4 ∙ θMV+ − kf5 ∙ θMV0 + kr5 ∙ CMV0 ∙ θv

(4-11)

V dt

NMV+ = kf3 ∙ θMV+ − kr3 ∙ CMV+ ∙ θv

V dt

NMV0 = kf5 ∙ θMV0 − kr5 ∙ CMV0 ∙ θv

(4-13)

1 d
1 d
1 d
1 d
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(4-9)
(4-10)

(4-12)

As for the change of the total MV2+ (MV2+ + MVCl 2 ) in the solution, the change consists of two
parts
1 d

V dt

NMV2+ 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛 = −kf1 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∙ θv + kr1 ∙ θMV2+ + 𝑘𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ (1 − 𝐾𝐾 ′ ) ∙

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑘𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∙ C𝐶𝑙− 2
1 d

C𝐶𝑙− 2

V dt

(4-14)

NMVCl2 = −𝑘𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ (1 − 𝐾𝐾 ′ ) ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑘𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∙

(4-15)

The sum of the Equations 4-14 and 4-15 gives the total concentration change of MV2+ in solution
1 d

V dt

NMV2+ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = −kf1 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∙ θv + kr1 ∙ θMV2+

(4-16)

It should be noted that for the study, the rate laws on the right sides of the equations have
units of mM/s. For this study, the volume (V) is 200 ml. In the rate laws, θMV2+ , θMV+ , and θMV0

are the fractions of reactive sites on the electrode occupied by MV2+, MV+, and MV0 respectively.
θ v is the fraction of vacant reactive sites (denoted as S in Equations 4-2, 4-4, and 4-6). In
developing the equations, it was assumed that the surface reaction steps were irreversible since
MV2+ completely disappeared as shown in Figure 4.1. If Equations 4-9 to 4-11 are assumed to be
at pseudo-steady state, then
kf1 ∙ 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ CMV2+ ∙ θv − kr1 ∙ θMV2+ − k2 ∙ θMV2+ ≈ 0

(4-17)

k4 ∙ θMV+ − kf5 ∙ θMV0 + kr5 ∙ CMV0 ∙ θv ≈ 0

(4-19)

k2 ∙ θMV2+ − kf3 ∙ θMV+ + kr3 ∙ CMV+ ∙ θv − k4 ∙ θMV+ ≈ 0
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(4-18)

From the site balance on the surface of the electrode, θv = 1 − θMV2+ − θMV+ − θMV0 .

Substituting the site balance into Equations 4-17 to 4-19 and solving individually for θMV2+ ,
θMV+ , and θMV0 gives:

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
′
′
′
′
′
mv23 +Kmv22 +1)∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +(Kmv12 +Kmv11 )∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0 +K0

θMV2+ = (K′
θMV+ = (K′

K′mv22 ∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +K′mv11 ∙CMV+

(4-21)

K′mv23 ∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +K′mv12 ∙CMV+ +K′mv0 ∙CMV0

(4-22)

′
′
′
′
′
mv23 +Kmv22 +1)∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +(Kmv12 +Kmv11 )∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0 +K0

θMV0 = (K′

(4-20)

′
′
′
′
′
mv23 +Kmv22 +1)∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +(Kmv12 +Kmv11 )∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0 +K0

In these expressions, the Ks are combinations of different rate constants as listed in Table
4.1 below. It should be noted that in the table, Kmv21 = 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ kf1 ∙ kr5 ∙ (k4 + kr3) and this
parameter is combined with other parameters to reduce the number of unknown parameters.

Substituting Equations 4-17 to 4-19 into Equations 4-12, 4-13 and 4-16 provides three simplified
expressions for predicting solution concentrations of MV species with time which are
d

dt

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = −k2 ∙ θMV2+

dt

CMV+ = k2 ∙ θMV2+ − k4 ∙ θMV+

dt

CMV0 = k4 ∙ θMV+

d
d

(4-23)
(4-24)
(4-25)
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Table 4-1 Expressions for different K values as a function of rate constants
K expression
K′0 = kf5 ∙ (kf3 + k4) ∙ (kr1 + k2)) /Kmv21
K′mv22 = 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ k2 ∙ kf1 ∙ kf5 / Kmv21
K′mv23 = 𝐾𝐾 ′ ∙ k2 ∙ k4 ∙ kf1/ Kmv21

K ′ mv11 = kr3 ∙ kf5 ∙ (kr1 + k2) / Kmv21
K ′ mv12 = k4 ∙ kr3 ∙ (kr1 + k2) / Kmv21

K ′ mv0 = kr5 ∙ (kf3 + k4) ∙ (kr1 + k2) / Kmv21
Since V was constant during the experiments, the above equations were derived for
constant V. The expressions for θMV2+ , θMV+ , and θMV0 can be substituted into Equations 4-23 to
4-25 to obtain rate expressions as functions of MV2+, MV+, and MV0 concentrations. For
example,
d

dt

CMV+ = k2 ∙ (K′ mv23+K′ mv22+1)∙C

k4 ∙ (K′mv23+K′mv22+1)∙C
4.3.2

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

′
′
′
′
MV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +(K mv12+K mv11)∙CMV+ +K mv0∙CMV0 +K mv0

K′ mv22∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +K′ mv11∙CMV+

MV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +(K

′ mv12+K′ mv11)∙C
′
′
MV+ +K mv0∙CMV0 +K mv0

−

(4-26)

Regression
The concentrations of three species at every second were calculated using the three

differential equations using a numerical methods approach that minimized the square of the
errors. A time step of 1s was used and each of the derivatives of the differential equations
(Equations 4-23 to 4-25) was approximated as ΔC MV /Δt. For example, using initial guesses of the
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parameters and the concentrations at time zero (CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 0.1 mM, CMV+ = CMV0 = 0 mM),

θMV2+ , θMV+ , and θMV0 were calculated and the values of CMV2+ , CMV+ and CMV0 were then

calculated at 60 s. This method was continued to predict the concentrations and fractions of the
three MV species with time. If a higher accuracy is desired, smaller time steps could be chosen
but it was observed that time steps of 1 s and 60 s gave similar results. The rate laws were based
on mM/s because this unit provided a larger number than other units (e.g. M/s) for the regression
analysis. For example, a number of the magnitude of 0.1 can provide a higher accuracy than a
number of the magnitude of 10-4.
The calculated concentration of MV+ at every 60s was compared to the experimental data
because the experimental data was taken every 60s. The square of the difference between the
calculated concentration and the experimental data was calculated at each 60s interval. Excel was
used to obtain the best fit for the parameters by minimizing the sum of the square of the
differences. The regression was performed step by step. The initial step used a high convergence
and constraint value (e.g. 1) and the second step used a lower value (e.g. 0.1). The high
convergence and constraint value provided a rough estimate of the parameters. Then, these
parameter estimates were used as initial values with the lower convergence and constraint value
to provide more accurate parameters. This was repeated several times until there was not a
significant change in the parameters. Sometimes, the regression failed in Excel due to initial
guesses and a better initial value was used to enable the regression to solve.
As shown in Equation 4-26, the general kinetic function of the MV+ concentration change
with time is a complicated function with eight unknown parameters (the six in Table 4-1, k2, and
k4). Simplification of the equation would be beneficial for regression of the various stages of the
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experimental data as long as critical model details are not sacrificed. Simplification is also
beneficial to reduce the number of model parameters while still capturing the essence of the
model.
4.3.2.1 Model regression of initial stage-Stage 1
When MV2+ is first added to the system and during the initial time when MV2+ is reduced,
the concentration of MV2+ total is abundant relative to the other MV species. Thus, the first term of
Equation 4-26 is much greater than the second term such that the second term can be neglected
during regression of data during early times. Additionally, it was assumed that the term
(K ′mv23 + K ′mv22 + 1) ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 was initially much bigger than (K ′mv12 + K ′mv11 ) ∙ CMV+ ,

K ′mv0 ∙ CMV0 and K ′mv0. Thus, Equation 4-26 was approximated as
d

dt

1

CMV+ = k2 ∙ �K′

′
mv23 +Kmv22 +1�

for the initial data. The zero-order rate signifies that the

concentration of MV+ with time is linear which is consistent with Figure 4.1. Fitting the initial
experimental data of Experiment-1 in Figure 4.1 (shown as Figure 4.3 during the first 1500
seconds) gives k2 ∙ �K′

1

= 2.58 x 10-5 mM/s. The fit of the data during the first 1500

′
mv23 +Kmv22 +1�

seconds with the simplified linear model is plotted in Figure 4.3. As shown, the fit is reasonable,

thus validating the general model assumptions for the early part of the data. This k2 ∙
1

value was used as the initial estimate for further fitting the entire data set as

�K′mv23 +K′mv22 +1�

described below.
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Figure 4.3 Preliminary fitting of MV+ concentration
4.3.2.2 Model regression of middle stage-Stage 2
As MV2+ total was gradually consumed and MV+ and MV0 were continuously produced,
the concentrations of all three MV species in the solution were likely to be the same magnitude.
Thus, none of the four terms ((K ′mv23 + K ′mv22 + 1) ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , (K ′mv12 + K ′mv11 ) ∙ CMV+ ,

K ′mv0 ∙ CMV0 and K ′mv0) in the denominator of the kinetic equation are likely not negligible. Thus,
initial regression for this stage is not feasible to provide initial parameter estimates.
4.3.2.3 Model regression of final stage-Stage 3
As the reduction went on, the MV2+ total concentration became less important since the
MV+ and MV0 concentrations increased. Thus, in the latter part of the experiment, the (K ′mv23 +
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K ′mv22 + 1) ∙ CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 term is negligible compared to the other terms. Also, it can be assumed
that the first kinetic term of Equation 4-26 is negligible compared to the second term. Thus, the
kinetic model can be reduced to:
d

C + = −k4 ∙ �K′
dt MV

K′mv11 ∙CMV+

′
′
′
mv12 +Kmv11 �∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0 +K0

(4-27)

This expression was fit to the Experiment-1 data from time 14 x 104 s to the end of the
experiment using the regression method described above. The model with the fitted parameters is
plotted in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Preliminary fitting of latter part of MV+ data
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The values of parameters from the preliminary fitting are listed in Table 4-2. Since the
values of K ′0 and K ′mv12 are essentially zero in the preliminary fitting, these two parameters were
eliminated from the model and the full model was reduced to a six-parameter model.
Table 4-2 Preliminary fitting values
Parameters
K ′0

0.00

K ′mv12

0.00

K ′mv0

8.90 x 10-2

K ′mv11

7.03 x 10-5

k4 ( mM/s ) 5.53 x 10-3
4.3.2.4 Full regression
The six-parameter model was fit to the entire experimental data of Experiment -1 (Figure
4.1) since this experiment was conducted for a long time. Even with constraints and preliminary
parameters from the simplification discussed above, there were still random guessed initial
values needed to solve the model. For example, K ′mv22 and K ′mv23 were assumed and then k2

was obtained using the regressed value shown in Figure 4.3. Several different initial values were
tested and the parameters either converged to the same final parameters or the convergence failed.
This demonstrated that the parameters noted in this work were independent of the initial guesses.
The results of the regression are shown in Figure 4.1 with the model parameters listed in Table 43. The model shows general agreement with the experimental data and captures the formation
and consumption of MV+.
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As previously stated, the K i values shown in Table 4-3 are combinations of various rate

constants. k2 and k4 are the forward rate constants for the reduction of MV2+ and MV+,

respectively. From Table 4-3, the rate constant of the MV+ reduction (k2) was much larger than

Table 4-3 Parameters for Experiment-1
Parameters
K ′mv23

7.81 x 10-3

K ′mv11

1.44 x 10-5

K ′mv22

5.81 x 10-4

K ′mv0

2.13 x 10-2

k2 ( mM/s ) 2.83 x 10-5
k4 ( mM/s ) 2.77 x 10-3
that of MV2+ reduction (k4). This can be expected since it is easier to reduce MV2+ than MV+
based on the standard potentials described in Chapter 3. It should be noted that the parameters
are only specific for the potential of -1100 mV and are only for the specific graphite electrode
used in this study. Further studies would need to be conducted to include applied voltage and
electrode characteristics in the model. It would also be advantageous to expand the model to
include the reversible reactions to capture the data shown in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2) at different
potentials in which the MV+ concentration reached an equilibrium state. The model shown in this
chapter provides an initial step towards developing a more rigorous model that includes
reversibility along with the effects of voltage. The parameter values in the model can be
influenced by the system conditions such as the electron mediator type, electrode material,
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electrode surface structure, and potential applied to the system. Obviously, a model that captures
these influences would be beneficial.

4.4

Simplification and modification of model
The experimental data revealed that the reduction of MV+ appeared to have two regimes

and the transition occurred at around 15 x 103 s. In the first regime, the MV+ reduction rate was
faster than the rate in the second regime. The decrease in the rate in the second regime showed
that something was likely interfering with the MV+ reduction. Potential side reactions or adverse
factors that become important during the latter part of the experiment could be possibilities since
such side reactions were not considered in the kinetic model. Thus, it is feasible that the model
could be incorrect during the latter portion of the studies when the MV+ concentration becomes
smaller. For example, it may be possible the H+ (which produces H 2 on the electrode) is more
competitive for the vacant sites as the MV+ concentration decreases.
Based on the above findings, the kinetic model was refit to the data (Experiments 1-3)
from time 0s to time 15 x 103 s to provide a better estimate of the parameters before the
transition occurred. Prior to the fit, the model was further simplified based on the model analysis
noted in Section 4.3 using just Experiment-1 data. Originally, the full model had eight unknown
parameters although two of them (K ′0 and K ′mv12 ) were eliminated from the model based on the

preliminary fit. Simplification of the model is beneficial to further reduce unknown parameters
while trying to maintain the integrity of the model. In the initial regression, the values of
′

′

K mv23and K mv22 were negligible compared to 1 in the denominator terms in Equations 4-20 to

4-22. With all of these assumptions, Equations 4-20 to 4-22 were simplified as:
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θMV2+ = C
θMV+ = C
θMV0 = C

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(4-28)

′
′
MV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0

K′mv22 ∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +K′mv11 ∙CMV+

(4-29)

K′mv23 ∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +K′mv0 ∙CMV0

(4-30)

′
′
MV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0

′
′
MV2+ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0

Thus, the simplified model based on the above simplified equations and Equation 4-24 was:
d

C + = k2 ∙
dt MV

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
′

′

′

′

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0

− k4 ∙

Kmv22 ∙CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+
′

′

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 +Kmv11 ∙CMV+ +Kmv0 ∙CMV0

(4-31)

Equations 4-23 and 4-25 were also similarly simplified for MV2+ and MV0. The
simplified model now has five parameters instead of six. The parameter values from the
previously fitted model were used as the initial value guesses and regression results are
demonstrated in Figure 4.5 for regression of the combined data from all three experiments.
Comparing the model and the experimental data revealed that the model predicted the change of
MV+ with time with reasonable accuracy for the data of all three experiments. The overall
agreement captured the essence of the MV+ concentration change with time. The parameter
values from the fitting of the five-parameter model are shown in Table 4-4 for regressing the
combined data and the individual data for each experiment.
Although there is some variation in the regressed parameters for each individual
experiment, the values of the five parameters still demonstrated reasonable repeatability.
Comparing all individual fitted parameters to the combined parameters, the maximum variation
was 5% for K ′mv22, 34% for K ′mv11, 0% for K ′mv0, 23% for k2 and 3% for k4. K ′mv11 and k2

values were the most sensitive parameters but both of them varied less than 40%. Based on the
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difficulty of placing the reference electrode in the same position relative to the working electrode
for each experiment, this variation is reasonable.

Figure 4.5 Fitting data with experimental data from time 0s to 15 x 103 s using the
five-parameter model
Table 4-4 Parameter values for five-parameter model
Parameters

Combined

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

K ′mv22

5.56 x 10-4

5.47 x 10-4

5.55 x 10-4

5.28 x 10-4

K ′mv11

2.60 x 10-5

2.12 x 10-5

3.44 x 10-5

2.55 x 10-5

K ′mv0

2.10 x 10-2

2.10 x 10-2

2.10 x 10-2

2.10 x 10-2

k2 ( mM/s )

2.83 x 10-5

2.84 x 10-5

3.37 x 10-5

2.18 x 10-5

k4 ( mM/s )

3.24 x 10-3

3.25 x 10-3

3.24 x 10-3

3.34 x 10-3
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To assess whether the five-parameter model was justified instead of the six-parameter
model, the six-parameter model was also fit to the same data set (Experiments 1 to 3 from time
0s to 15 x 103 s) and the difference between the six-parameter model and the five-parameter
model was small enough to demonstrate that the simplification of the model was valid for the
time from 0s to 15 x 103 s. The five-parameter and six-parameter models are shown in Figure 4.6
for comparison.

Figure 4.6 Comparison of the six-parameter model and the five-parameter model
A comparison of the new parameter values (Table 4-4) for the 5-parameter model (using
all experimental data for partial time range of up to 15 x 103 s) with the earlier parameter values
(Table 4-3) for the 6-parameter model (using only Experiment-1 data for the entire time range) is
shown in Table 4-5. Most of the parameter values changed less than 10% except for the values of
K ′mv11 and k4. Referring to Equation 4-31, the rate of MV+ concentration change after time 5 x
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Table 4-5 Comparison of six-parameter values and five-parameter values
Six-parameter model

Five-parameter model

Difference

K ′mv23

7.81 x 10-3

Assumed 0

K ′mv22

5.81 x 10-4

5.56 x 10-4

-4.46%

K ′mv11

1.44 x 10-5

2.60 x 10-5

80.9%

K ′mv0

2.13 x 10-2

2.10 x 10-2

-1.3%

k2 ( mM/s )

2.83 x 10-5

2.83 x 10-5

0.1%

k4 ( mM/s )

2.77 x 10-3

3.24 x 10-3

17.2%

103 s can be simplified based on the following assumptions. First, after time 5 x 103 s, all MV2+
is gone such that the concentration of MV2+ total is approximately zero. Then, Equation 4-31 can
d

be simplified and rearranged to dt CMV+ = −k4 ∙

CMV+

CMV+ +

′
Kmv0

′
Kmv11

a magnitude of 103 (independent of Cl- concentration) and

. Second, the value of
∙CMV0
′

Kmv0

′
Kmv11

′

Kmv0
′

Kmv11

has

∙ CMV0 at time 5 x 103 s is

approximately 26. This value is three orders of magnitude higher than CMV+ with a value of 6.7 x
-2

3

10 at 5 x 10 s. Therefore, further simplification leads to

greater than 5 x 103 s. The value for k4 ∙

′

Kmv11
′

Kmv0

d

dt

′

CMV+ = −k4 ∙

Kmv11 CMV+
′
∙CMV0
K

at times

mv0

in the six-parameter model was 1.87 x 10-6, which

is approximately 1/2 the value of for the five-parameter model. Thus, this is why there is a faster
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reduction of MV+ for the five-parameter model than the six-parameter model. It can be seen that
the decay of MV+ is sensitive to the combination of the three parameters noted above.
The five-parameter and six-parameter model with the parameters of Table 4-5 is shown
with the data of Experiment-1 in Figure 4.7 to show the models in comparison to data of later

Figure 4.7 Comparison of experimental data with the justified model.

times. Figure 4.7 shows that the five-parameter model predicted the concentration change of
MV+ very well before time 15 x 103 s but significantly underestimated the MV+ concentration
after time 15 x 103 s. Comparing the data with the model, the experimental data demonstrated
that the reduction of MV+ slowed down after time 15 x 103 s. Possible reasons are discussed in
Section 4.5 and it appears that model needs to be modified to account for this transition in the
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rate. It is beyond the scope of this work to account for the rate change beyond 15 x 103 s and
future work would be beneficial to determine the cause. For the six-parameter model, the
reduction rate for MV+ is slower than the rate of the five-parameter model but the model
overestimated the MV concentration from time 9 x 103 s to 45 x 103 s and underestimated MV+
from time 45 x 103 s to the end of the experiment.
Further analysis based on the modified kinetic model was performed for a better
understanding of the reaction mechanism. The values of θMV2+ and θMV0 versus time were

plotted in Figure 4.8 and the value of θMV+ versus time was plotted in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.8

Figure 4.8 Chang of 𝛉𝐌𝐕 𝟐+ and 𝛉𝐌𝐕 𝟎 versus time.

indicated that the electrode surface was mostly occupied either by MV2+ or MV0 and Figure 4.8
demonstrated that MV+ only occupied up to 1.91% of the sites (but for only a short time). This
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demonstrated that MV+ only occupied up to 1.91% of the sites (but for only a short time). This
showed that the graphite electrode surface has a stronger affinity to the MV2+ and MV0 thanthe
surface was occupied by MV0 although the amount of MV0 produced in the system was not
abundant. MV0 prefers to stay on the electrode surface than dissolve into the solution. This is
MV+. Figure 4.8 also showed that as time close to the end of the experiment, most of the sites on
consistent with the finding that K’0 is extremely small (assumed zero compared to other terms in
the model). From Table 4-1, K’0/K’mv0 = kf5/kr5 such that kf5/kr5 (desorption equilibrium
constant for MV0) is extremely small. This suggests that MV0 prefers to stay absorbed on the
electrode as it is formed, thus minimizing the opportunity for MV+ to be reduced on the electrode.
This can be one reason why the rate of MV+ reduction is slower than the rate of MV2+ reduction.

Figure 4.9 Chang of 𝛉𝐌𝐕 𝟐+ and 𝛉𝐌𝐕 𝟎 versus time.
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4.5

Discussion
Kinetics of electron mediator reduction has significant importance for industrial

application. Using electrochemically reduced MV species as an external electron mediator is a
two-step procedure. Since MV species are reduced on the electrode, assessing the kinetic
parameters for MV reduction was the objective in this chapter to enable comparison between
rates of MV utilization by cells. In order to provide electrons and promote the use of MV in
biological systems, recycling kinetics of electron mediators (e.g.MV) needs to be faster than the
enzyme or cellular kinetics to eliminate electron mediator recycling from being the limiting step.
Kinetics of MV reduction has been studied mostly in stagnant systems where diffusion was the
rate-limiting step and the reaction rate was always expressed as the diffusion coefficient [75, 79,
97]. Obtaining kinetic parameters in a well-stirred system, like this study, provides an
opportunity to address potential kinetic limitations of scaled-up applications. In industrial
applications, a well-stirred system can also provide better mass transfer [98], faster reaction
kinetics [99, 100] and a better product yield.
In this study, a kinetic model of MV+ reduction (along with predicting MV2+ total , MV0,
and the associated fractions of species on the electrode sites) in a well-stirred system was
developed. The model estimated the concentration change of MV+ with time but did not account
for the transition in the MV+ reduction rate beyond 15 x 103 s. There are several possible reasons
for the transition. For example, H+ reduction on the surface, which was neglected in the model,
could be slow enough to be neglected during the reduction of MV2+ and the reduction of MV+
when MV+ is at a high concentration. However, when the MV+ concentration becomes lower, the
reduction of H+ could became significant and compete with MV+ on the surface to slow the MV+
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reduction. The true mechanism for the slow kinetic after time 15 x 103 s requires more
experiments and critical analysis which can be achieved in future work.
From the discussion above, the affinity of MV2+ and MV0 to the electrode was higher
than the affinity of MV+. The affinity of MV2+ and MV0 can be compared using Equation 4-28
and 4-30. For a hypothetical situation in which the concentration of MV2+ and MV0 are equal to
1

each other with no MV+ in the solution, θMV2+ = 1+K′
1, thus θMV2+ ≈ 1. As for θMV0 , θMV0 =

K′mv23 +K′mv0
1+K′mv0

mv0

and K ′mv0 can be neglected compared to

which is a negligible value compared to

θMV2+ . Thus, the affinity of MV2+ is higher than MV0 and higher than MV+. A higher affinity of
MV2+ is beneficial for future applications, because once MV+ is converted by a bio organism

back to MV2+, MV2+ has a stronger ability to adsorb to the electrode surface and react with
electrons provided by electrode.
As previously shown, the model predicted the MV+ concentration well before 15 x 103 s
and the parameter values were solved from fitting the model with the experimental data before
15 x 103 s. Although the parameters were specific for the experimental system at -1100 mV, the
parameters can provide guidance towards design criteria for applications associated with
electrochemical reactors. One application currently being explored is the use of electron
mediators for biofuels production. The kinetic analysis provides information of the MV
reduction rate (or electron transfer rate), which is valuable when assessing the feasibility of
future cellular applications based on required cellular electron consumption rates. For the
particular study of this work, experimental data indicated that the reduction of MV2+ was faster
than the reduction of MV+ even though the k4 had a higher value than k2. The reason might be
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that the affinity of MV+ to the electrode surface was too low that the concentration on the surface
was very small and limited the reaction rate. A better engineering designed electrode might
increase the affinity of MV+ and increase the rate of MV+ reduction (essentially two orders of
magnitude compared to MV2+ reduction ) if MV0 is the desirable species in the system.
As discussed above, the first reduction of MV was faster than the second reduction and
the highest rate of MV+ concentration change occurred at the beginning of the reduction. At
initial time, the highest reduction rate is equal to k2 = 2.83 x 10-5 mM/s (since the active sites are
essentially filled with MV2+). As shown in Figure 3.2, this rate is likely on the same order as the
studies for -800 to -1100 mV although the rate slows down quicker as the applied voltage goes
from -1100 to -800 mV.
To address the issue as to whether the reduction rate is sufficient for biofuels applications,
the rate of ethanol production for Clostridium carboxidivorans P7 using syngas as the electron
and carbon source, was 2.01x 10-4 mM/s [63]. As reported [63], the bio organism utilized 12
moles of electrons to produce 1 mole of ethanol. Thus, the rate of electrons required (R e-,required )
to fully produce ethanol is 2.41 x 10-3 mM/s. This is nearly two orders of magnitude higher than
the highest rate of MV reduction. However, the study cited above was for an extremely low cell
mass (averagely 0.6 g/L). In commercial reactors, the rate of ethanol production should be higher
because a higher cell mass should be used (at least 10x), which leads to a result that the reduction
of MV would be three orders of magnitude slower and thus would be the limiting step when
using MV as electron mediators for biofuels production via cells.
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From the other point of view, for a continuous stirred reactor at steady state, the amount
of ethanol (in moles) removed from the reactor would equal the amount of ethanol produced
such that
(4-32)

𝑆 = 𝑅𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝜏

S is the ethanol concentration of the outlet stream which must be at least 1100 mM (50 g/L or 5
wt%) or higher for economical distillation. 𝑅𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 is the production rate of ethanol and τ is the
residence time (volume of reactor divided by liquid flow rate) for the reactor. From Equation 432, the expression for R is
(4-33)

𝑅𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙 = 𝑆 / 𝜏

Assuming that it takes 12 moles of electrons to form 1 mole of ethanol, the rate of electrons
required to produce ethanol from just MV becomes
(4-34)

𝑅𝑒 − 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 12 ∙ 𝑆 / 𝜏

The ratio of the rate of electrons required (assuming S = 1100 mM) to the rate of electrons
supplied by MV (R MV = 2.83 x 10-5 mM/s or 1.69 x 10-3 mM/min) versus τ is plotted in Figure
4.10. A value of 1 on the y-axis is when MV can supply enough electrons to produce ethanol
without any other electron source.
The ratio of R e-,required over R MV decreased as τ increased and when τ equaled 1 x 103 min,
the value of R e-,required was nearly four orders of magnitude higher than the value of R MV . Figure
4.10 demonstrated that the rate of electrons provided by MV was three orders of magnitude
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Figure 4.10 Ratio of the rate of electrons required to electrons supplied. τ is the
residence time.
lower than the rate of the electrons required for bio-ethanol production which agreed with the
previous analysis for C. carboxidivorans P7.
The above analysis demonstrated that using electrochemically reduced MV as an external
electron mediator for biofuel production might not be feasible at a potential of -1100mV. The k2
and k4 are function of potential, and a more negative potential might increase the reduction rate
according to electrochemical kinetic theory. However, a more negative potential would result in
faster formation of H 2 and compete with the reduction of MV. Additionally more H 2 formation
on the surface may result in the block of the pores on the surface and reduce the available surface
active sites. The applied potential influence on the reduction rate in this study was complicated
and requires further study to assess the full kinetics related to all experimental parameters (e.g.
applied potential, electrode size, etc.).
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It should be noted that this kinetic study didn’t incorporate the H+ adsorption on the
surface and future studies could include the H+ adsorption in a more comprehensive model.
Reduction of H+ has an open circuit potential of -642 mV vs Ag/AgCl and at an applied potential
of -1100mV, H+ was likely adsorbed on the electrode surface where it was reduced to H 2 . Since
the θ values for the three MV species shown in this chapter were obtained with the assumption
that only MV2+, MV+, and MV0 were absorbed, the inclusion of H+ in a comprehensive model
would lead to lower values of θ than the values in this study. However, the analysis shown in
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 would only lower the values but not change the general conclusion that MV+
has a much lower adsorption than MV2+ and MV0. As shown in Equation 4-24, the
concentration of MV+ change was observed in the experiments and the product of a θ value and a
rate constant (e.g. k2 or k4) was a specified value. Thus, the rate constants shown in this study
may be underestimated and would be higher in a more comprehensive model that included the
reduction of H 2 . Higher k2 and k4 values would led to a higher reduction rate of MV species if
H 2 reduction was prohibited in the future. With a modified material for the electrode, which can
be toxic to H+ but favored the reduction of MV, the reduction rate of MV can be higher.
As noted, k2 and k4 are a function of the surface area of the electrode. An electrode with
larger surface area can increase the reduction rate of MV because in this study, nearly all surface
sites were occupied either by MV2+ or MV0 and more vacant sites can increase the concentration
of MV2+ and MV+ on the surface and increase the reduction rates. Specially, designing a nanostructured electrode with more sites per unit volume can drastically increase the surface area of
the electrode and increase the reduction rate of MV. Also, as previously mentioned it may be
possible to design an electrode that favors MV+ adsorption (increasing electron supply rates two
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orders of magnitude due to the k4 value compared to the k2 value) and minimizes H+ adsorption.
These changes could lead to a more favorable opportunity to produce biofuels from MV although
this does not overcome the three order magnitude difficulty. In addition, studies with other
electron mediators may find that other mediators are more favorable to use although these
mediators would have to be utilized by the cells.
More kinetic studies should be conducted to test the kinetic parameters at different
potentials before the conclusion of the feasibility of using MV as external electron mediator in
commercial scale can be made. A more comprehensive kinetic model would also be helpful to
predict the kinetic parameters at different potentials.

4.6

Conclusions
The kinetic model developed in this study provided information of the MV reduction rate

which was valuable when assessing the feasibility of future cellular applications based on
required cellular electron consumption rates. The model not only filled in the gaps in the kinetic
research of MV, but also provided guidance in future similar studies for other electron mediators
in different systems. From this study, MV seems to have a low reduction rate (compared to
cellular needs) at the experimental settings studied. However, better engineering design,
including an optimal potential, an electrode that favors MV+ adsorption, and a larger electrode
can increase the rate of MV reduction to favor the possible use of MV applications. In other
applications, such as enzymatic systems that can utilize MV, the required electrons from MV
may be less than for cellular systems such that MV could still possibly be a viable electron
mediator.
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5

EFFICIENCY STUDY

The coulombic efficiency is critical to assess the feasibility of using external power as an
electron donor due to the high electricity price in some places (25.12 cents/kW∙hr in Hawaii,
17.39 cents/ kW∙hr in Connecticut [101]). The external power generates electrons; the electron
mediators take electrons from the external power, transport the electrons to the bio organisms
and bio organisms use the electrons to produce targeted products. The electron flow should
ideally be 100 % efficient such that all electrons are used to produce the desired product.
However, side reactions that also consume electrons without contributing to useful products can
reduce the efficiency. Every electron comes with a price and a loss in electrons can lower the
profit a commercial process. High electron efficiency is desirable and engineering analysis can
help determine the factors that can increase the efficiency.
When using MV as an electron mediator in a biological system containing cells, the
solution should be the medium optimal for cell growth and fermentation and not the 9:1 DMF:
H 2 O solution used in the studies of Chapters 3 and 4. The influence of the medium on the
efficiency is necessary to help in medium optimization. A better medium design not only can
reduce the electrons consumed by medium but also can help prevent side reactions that can alter
the composition of medium and slow down the cell growth and fermentation.
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5.1

-1100 mV efficiency analysis
The coulombic efficiency for this work is defined as the ratio of the electrons used to

reduce MV species to the electrons supplied to the system via external electricity.
To assess the number of electrons consumed during MV reduction, one mole of MV2+
uses one mole of electrons to form MV+ and MV+ reduction requires one mole of electrons to
form MV0. To assess the number of electrons supplied to the system, integration of the current
with respect to time can provide this estimate. The electrons consumed and provided were
calculated separately.

5.1.1

Materials and methods
In this chapter, the -1100 mV studies in Chapters 4 using the BER system were used for

the efficiency analysis. Additionally, an experiment was performed in the absence of MV to
assess the current associated with the reduction of H+ under a potential of -1100 mV. For this
latter experiment, 200 mL of 100 mM KCl solution was used in both the cathodic and anodic
chambers. The pH was carefully controlled with the same pH control system and the pH before
and after the reduction of H+ were both 7. The current was measured by the potentiostat assisted
with a computer system every second.

5.1.2

Electrons consumed by MV species
Coulombic efficiency was analyzed based on the kinetic model built in Chapter 4 using

the data from the three experiments. In Chapter 4, a kinetic model was developed from the
experimental results for the -1100 mV studies from time 0s to time 15 x 103 s. With the model,
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the concentration change of all the three species of MV can be quantitatively predicted, though
only the MV+ concentration can be observed during the experiments. As discussed in Chapter 4,
the concentration changes of MV2+ total , MV+, and MV0 can be expressed as Equations 5-1, 5-2
and 5-3 as follows
d

dt

CMV2+𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = −k2 ∙ θMV2+

dt

CMV+ = k4 ∙ θMV2+ − k4 ∙ θMV+

d
d

dt

(5-1)
(5-2)
(5-3)

CMV0 = k4 ∙ θMV+

The detailed expressions for θMV2+ , θMV+ , and θMV0 as a function of CMV2+ , CMV+ , CMV0 and rate
constants can be found in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4.

Because MV2+ consumes one mole of electrons to form one mole of MV+ and consumes
two moles of electrons to form one mole of MV0, the cumulative moles of electrons consumed
(Ncons e- ) with the reduction of MV species can be quantitatively expressed as
1 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠

2 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠

−
𝑁𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠
= �1 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑀𝑉 + 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑� ∙ 𝐶𝑀𝑉 + ∙ V + �1 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑀𝑉 0 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑� ∗ 𝐶𝑀𝑉 0 ∙ 𝑉

(5-4)

Ncons e- has units of mmoles. As noted in Chapter 4, the concentration units for the
predicted MV species are mM for the regressed parameters. For this study, V= 0.2 liters.
Using the kinetic parameters from Chapter 4 for each individual experiment at -1100 mV,
the concentrations of all MV species were predicted with time and applied to Equation 5-4 to
predict Ncons e- versus time. The MV predictions for the three individual experiments are shown in
Figure 5.1 for times up to 15 x 103 s. Later time data was not analyzed since the model was only
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Figure 5.1 Cumulative electrons consumed by MV based on model using data from
all three experiments
developed to describe the first 15 x 103 s. Generally, the increase of the cumulative electrons
consumed by MV+ and MV0 has two regimes. In both regimes, the electron consumption rate
was nearly linearly. The near-linear rate in the first regime (initial part of the study) was much
faster than the near-linear rate in the second regime (latter part of the study). This demonstrated
that electron consumption was much faster during MV2+ reduction as compared to MV+
reduction and this agrees with the kinetic studies. In the kinetic studies in Chapter 4, the
reduction of MV2+ (shown by the formation of MV+) was much faster than the reduction of MV+
(shown by the MV+ concentration drop).
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5.1.3

Electrons provided by the external power system
In order to determine coulombic efficiency as a function of time, the moles of electrons

provided (Nprov e- ) by the external power was calculated from the integration of current (i) with
respect to time for each of the three experiments. Figure 5.2 shows the measured current as a
function of time for the three -1100 mV experiments. The current for Experiment-2 had the
highest value, the current for Experiment-3 had the lowest value and current for the Experiment1 was between the two extreme. The difference among the three experiments increased from
time 0s to 540s, and decreased from 540s to the end of the experiments.

Figure 5.2 Current changes with time for Experiments 1-3.

The current measured in this study, shown in Figure 5.2, is the sum of the product of
current density and the surface area of the electrode, which was
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑖𝑖,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ 𝑆𝑖

(5-5)
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Here, i total is the total current measured in this study, i i,density is the current density for a specific
redox reaction i which is defined as the current per surface area (mA/cm2) associated with redox
reaction i. S i is the surface area of the electrode that is utilized for redox reaction i. For the
reduction of MV at potential of -1100mV, reduction of H+ was also likely to occur. Thus, the
current can be expressed as
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑀𝑉 = 𝑖𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ 𝑆𝐻 + + 𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ 𝑆𝑀𝑉

(5-6)

Here, 𝑖,𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the current density for the reduction of H+ and 𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the

current density for the reduction of both MV2+ and MV+. Both of the current densities are

functions of the potential. S H + and S MV are the surface areas occupied by the H+ and MV species.
Based on the study in Chapter 4 and assuming there are no vacant sites on the surface (S total =
S H + + S MV ), Equation 4-6 can be rearranged to
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑀𝑉 = [𝑖𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ 𝜃𝐻 + + 𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ (1 − 𝜃𝐻 + )] ∙ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(5-7)

Here, θ is the fraction of the total sites (S total ) that are occupied by the adsorbed species.
𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑀𝑉 values varied from the three experiments. In Equation 5-7, 𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 and

𝑖𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 are functions of the over potential. The over potential is defined as the potential

difference between the potential on the surface of the working electrode and the potential just
outside the double layer. The double layer is used to describe the potential change within the
distance from the working electrode to the edge of the double layer. The thickness of the double
layer is a function of the size of the charged molecules, charge number of the ions, stirring rate,
etc. It is desirable to place the reference electrode as close to the outer edge of the double layer as
possible so that the applied voltage is equivalent to the overpotential. However, it’s difficult to
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place the reference electrode exactly at the same place every time. Thus, the change in the
location of the reference electrode is a possible reason that the value of 𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 among the
three experiments was not the same.

Also, the 𝜃𝐻 + and 𝜃𝑀𝑉 + were also subjects to change among the three experiments.

Graphite electrodes used in this study have porous surface structure. H+ is a small molecule
which can diffuse into the small pores on the surface. As the reduction of H+ occurred in the
small pore, hydrogen would form inside the pores and the size of a H 2 molecule is double of the
size of a H+ molecule. H 2 molecules are more difficult to diffuse out and some of the H 2
molecules may remain in the pores and blocked the pore. Blocking the pores can reduce the total
available surface area and changed the values of 𝜃𝐻 + and 𝜃𝑀𝑉 + . This process of H 2 blocking the

surface area can occur randomly among experiments, thus the value of 𝜃𝐻 + and 𝜃𝑀𝑉 + could vary
among each experiment.

For all three experiments, the incremental area under the curve (in mA∙s) as a function of
time was estimated using the trapezoid method individually for the three experiments. Dividing
the integrated area by the Faraday’s constant (F= 96.49 x 104 mA∙s / mmol) gave the mmoles of
electrons provided to the electrode as a function of time. The electrons provided as a function of
time for the three experiments are shown in Figure 5.3. At the end of the experiment (15 x 103 s),
electrons provided by the external power reached 0.425 mmoles for Experiment-1, 0.619 mmoles
for Experiment-2 and 0.248 mmoles for Experiment-3. Due to the difference in the current, the
highest amount of electrons provided (Experiment-2) was 150% higher than the lowest amount
(Experiment-3).
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Figure 5.3 Electrons provided by external power source.

With both the information of electrons consumed by MV and electrons provided by the
−
𝑁 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠

external power system, the coulombic efficiency (ε) can be calculated as ε= ( 𝑁𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣 ). The results
𝑒−

are shown in Figure 5.4. The average ε for each of the three experiments was calculated to be

10.6%, 8.3% and 18.0% and the peak ε for each experiment was 13.1%, 10.4% and 21.7% for
Experiment-1, Experiment-2, and Experiment-3, respectively. Although there was some
difference in the predicted efficiencies, it is clear that for all three studies, most of the energy
supplied to the system was likely wasted in side reactions instead of MV reduction. Compare to
the direct electron transport with a efficiency as high as 85%, the efficiency of MV reduction is
low. Since protons produced by water electrolysis in the anode chamber can be reduced to H 2 in
the cathode chamber when the potential is -1100 mV, the reduction of H+ can be one of the key
side-reaction that consumes electrons and reduces the efficiency.
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Figure 5.4 ε as a function of time.

To study whether H+ likely played a significant role in the reduced MV efficiency, an
analysis of the reduction of H+ was explored with experiments with no MV in the solution. The
results of the current with time are presented in Figure 5.5 along with the data for the three MV
experiments. Figure 5.5 demonstrated that the current for the reduction of water in the absence of
MV was at the same order of magnitude of the current for the reduction with MV present.
As discussed previously, the current for a system with MV can be expressed by Equation
5-7. For a system with no MV presents, only reduction of H+ on the electrode occurred and the
expression of current was
(5-8)

𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝐻 = 𝑖𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∙ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of current between reduction of MV
and reduction of H+
Thus, the difference between the current with MV and without MV was
(5-9)

𝛥𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑀𝑉 − 𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝐻

Substituting the Equation 5-7 and 5-8 into Equation 5-9 and rearranging gave
𝛥𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (𝑖𝑀𝑉,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑖𝐻 +,𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ) ∙ (1 − 𝜃𝐻 + ) ∙ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(5-10)

As shown in Figure 5.5, the current in the presence and absence of MV was on the same order of
magnitude. When comparing the water study with Experiment-1, the currents were similar for a
majority of the time (i.e. 𝛥𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is small). A small 𝛥𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 indicates that ( i MV,density – i H + ,density ) is

small and/or (1 – θ H + ,density ) is small.

When i MV,density – i H + ,density is small, the reduction of H+ and MV has similar rates and the
H+ reduction is competitive to the reduction of MV. When 1 – θ H + ,density is small, most of the
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surface area or surface active sites are occupied by H+ and only a few are used for MV reduction.
When both of the terms are small, the H+ reduction is competitive in both the kinetic and the
surface sites. This provides a plausible reason as to the low efficiency for MV reduction.
Although the comparisons of Experiment-2 and Experiment-3 with the water experiment are not
as easy to clarify, the above analysis provides a plausible reason for the low efficiency.
Obviously, more experiments would provide better clarification. To increase the efficiency, it
would be beneficial to design the electrode to minimize H+ reduction.
If possible, it would be beneficial to operate at a potential where MV2+ reduction
occurred and not MV+ reduction since the rate of the first reduction is much faster (see Chapter 4)
and would favorably compete with side reactions for the available electrons. The slower
reduction of MV+ does not compete as favorably with any potential side reactions. It should be
noted that the applied voltage and the MV concentration can change these scenarios but the
analysis in this chapter provides some insights regarding potential efficiency issues associated
with utilizing MV for biological processes.
The efficiency analysis discussed above was only for a system with a DMF:H 2 O solution.
When using MV in a biological system, a specially designed medium should be used. The
possibility of the reduction of medium species would unnecessarily occupy electrons provided by
the external power and decrease the efficiency even further. The possibility of the reduction of
medium was investigated as noted below to assess additional issues that may affect future
applications of MV as an electron mediator in biological processes.
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5.2

5.2.1

Medium reduction

Materials and method
5.2.1.1 Bio Electro Reactor (BER) for anaerobic systems
A BER similar to the one in Chapter 3 and 4 was used for the experiments. The major

two differences for the BER in this chapter are:
1. Reference electrode. The reference electrode used in this chapter was the Ag/AgCl
electrode (E255 Ag/AgCl wire electrode, Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) instead
of the sealed non-leaking reference electrode in Chapters 3 and 4. The potential of the
reference electrode was controlled by maintaining a constant Cl- concentration (100
mM) in the solution. The MV in the cathode chamber influenced the potential of the
reference electrode, so the Ag/AgCl electrode had to be placed in the anodic chamber
with a reference potential of 250 mV. For the studies of Chapters 3 and 4 with the
sealed electrode, the MV did not affect the reference electrode. The wire reference
electrode is not as suitable for quantitative studies because the potential between the
reference and working electrode includes not just the over potential need to drive the
electrochemical reaction but also other resistances. However, for the studies
associated with the effects of the medium on MV reduction, the results from the wire
electrode can still be utilized to provide general conclusions of medium effects.
2. pH control system. The pH probe and the pH buffer port in the pH control system
were in the cathodic chamber instead of in the anodic chamber. This is in contrast to
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the pH control system in the anode chamber for studies in Chapters 3 and 4 due to the
limited number of liquid ports in each chamber (two for each chamber). However, the
H+ can easily move across the cation selective membrane. Thus, the placement of the
pH control system had little influence.
Except for these two differences, the BER system used for the studies of this chapter was
the same as the one used for the studies in Chapters 3 and 4.
5.2.1.2 Reduction of medium
Medium reduction in the presence of an applied voltage was studied using the modified
medium for Clostridium Ragsdalei P11 (Oklahoma State University). The detailed compositions
for stock solutions of minerals (Table 8-1), vitamins (Table 8-2), calcium (Table 8-3), trace
metals (Table 8-4) are listed in the Appendix. The amounts of each component in the solution are
shown for 1 liter stock solutions that were prepared in advance. For the experiments, both
chambers contained 200 ml. In the anodic chamber, DI water with 100 mM (1.491g) KCl (Sigma)
was used. In the cathodic chamber, either 5 ml mineral stock, 2ml vitamin stock, 2 ml trace metal
stock, 2 ml calcium stock, or 0.1 g yeast extract were added to DI water for a total volume of 200
ml. As a control, DI water alone was used without the addition of any medium component.
The pH of the system was adjusted to pH 7 before every experiment but experiments
were done before the pH control system was developed. The current of the experimental group
and the control group was recorded with respect to time with the potentiostat described in
Chapter 3 at a potential of -900 mV. This potential of -900 mV is different from the -900 mV in
Chapter 3 because a different reference electrode was used. The electrons provided to the
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electrode (Nprov e- ) as a function of time were calculated using the same method described in
Section 5.1.3.

5.3

Results and discussion - medium reduction
There are four kinds of solutions in the optimal medium that are used for P11 growth:

mineral solution, vitamin solution, trace metal solution, and calcium solution. Each solution, in
the absence of MV, was studied to assess the effects of each solution on the electrons provided to
the electrode. The results of Nprov e- for water, water/calcium, water/yeast extract, water/minerals,
water/vitamins, and water/metals are shown in Figure 5.4. Generally, every solution resulted in
the flow of current. For water, the applied voltage can split water and form H 2 at the cathode,
resulting in the flow of current. Although no significant bubbles were observed on the surface of
electrode, the possibility of H 2 production is evident.
The rate of electrons provided (slope of data) by the electrode for each study were compared.
Compared to the rate of electrons provided for water reduction, the rate for the metal solution
was 266% higher, the rate for the mineral solution was 183% higher, the rate for the the vitamin
solution was 147% higher and the rates for the yeast exact and calcium solutions were less than
115% higher. Based on the above analysis, the yeast extract and calcium solutions showed little
reduction effects relative to the pure water study. However, as noted in Section 5.1.3, a similar
current versus time doesn’t exclude the possibility of the reduction of other species than H+
reduction. However, it is likely that these solutions essentially do not contribute to current flow
although this needs to be further studied.
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Figure 5.6 The comparison of current from reduction of medium with no MV.

The metal, mineral and vitamin solutions consumed more electrons than water only.
However, the increase in the electron consumption could be caused by both the reduction of
species in the medium and/or the pH drop. On the other hand, the pH drop would not occur
without reduction of medium species reduction. Thus, the increase of the electron consumption
was ultimately caused by the reduction of species in the solutions studied.
The composition of these solutions was carefully analyzed to find out the possible species
in the solution. The metal solution contains 9 components as listed in Table 8-1 (Appendix). For
(NH 4 ) 2 Fe(SO 4 ) 2 , Fe is in Fe2+ state which might be further reduced since the standard open
circuit potential of this reduction is – 609 mV vs Ag/AgCl. As for Na 2 MoO 4 , Mo6+ can
potentially be further reduced to five different species, Mo5+ [102], Mo4+, Mo3+ [103], Mo2+[103],
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and Mo1+[104]. also might be reduced due the reactivity of Se2+. The high rate of electron usage
of the metal solution may also be a result of the addition of electrolyte which reduces the
resistance in the solution. However, the concentration of the electrolyte added to the solution is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the calcium solution such that the influence of electrolytes
is likely negligible since the calcium solution showed little difference than water alone.
As for the mineral solution, there are only two possible components that are in the
oxidized state, KH 2 PO 4 and MgSO 4 . However, the reduction of these two species is likely not
thermodynamically favorable at the applied voltage. However, the concentration of the
electrolytes in the mineral solution was higher than the other stock solutions, thus the increase of
current as a result of the minerals may be a result of electrolytes reducing the resistance. Since
electrolytes can influence the current, then the mineral solution should have the biggest impact if
no species in the solutions are reduced.
The reason for the effects of vitamins on the increase in current is unclear and this
requires additional study.
These analyses are fundamentally theoretical analyses that serve as a guide for future
modification of the medium for P11 when using P11 in an electrochemical system. By replacing
components that are in their oxidized states with more reduced states, the reduction of medium
species can be partly eliminated to enable more electrons to flow to MV or other electron carriers.
However, it is critical that the modified medium should not have adverse effects on cell growth
and fermentation for microorganisms. The redox state of the solution should also be carefully
considered since the redox state can affect the fermentation [105].
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Regarding pH and the need for pH control, any reduction besides H+ on the cathode can
result in the accumulation of H+ in the solution. When 1mole of H+ is produced on the anode,
one mole of electrons would be donated to the cathode and one mole of electrons should be
utilized on the cathode due to the electron balance. The one mole of electrons provided to the
cathode would be used for H+ reduction on the cathode and used for the reduction of any other
species (e.g mineral or metals). If other species besides H+ are reduced (e.g using 0.2 mole of
electrons), then only 0.8 moles of H+ would be reduced on the cathode and 0.2 moles of H+
would remain in the solution. This would lower the pH while the species are being reduced.
This study was conducted before the development of pH control. Thus, if other species
besides H+ were reduced on the cathode, the pH in the system would drop, although no
experimental results are available. From the thermodynamics of H+ reduction at a lower pH, a
lower applied potential is required to drive the H+ reduction. Which is to say, when the applied
potential remains the same, the reduction of H+ would occur at a higher reduction rate as the pH
decreases. Since the current is proportional to the reduction rate, a lower pH would lead to a
higher current. Therefore, the reduction of other species besides H+ not only contributes to the
current by taking electrons from the cathode but also by lowering the pH.
From Figure 5.4, current can change by either increased electrolytes (likely observed with
the mineral solution) or species reduction (likely observed with metals). For the reduction of
species, it is not possible to determine what fraction of the increased current is due to a pH
decrease and/or the increase in current consumption due to the added species.
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5.4

Conclusions
The coulombic efficiency (ε) for MV reduction has been studied in this chapter. The ε is

defined as the ratio of the electrons used to reduce MV species to the electrons supplied to the
system via external electricity. The electrons consumed by MV reduction can be calculated using
the kinetic model developed in Chapter 4 and the electrons supplied to the system can be
calculated from the measured current.
The ε affects process economics. The coulombic efficiency study of MV reduction
revealed that the complete electrochemical reduction of MV2+ to MV0 has a low overall average
ε ranging from 8.3% to 18.0% with a peak ε ranging from 10.4% to 21.7%. The peak value for ε
occurred near the peak value of the MV+ concentration which was the optimal operation point
for MV reduction. A high ε is desirable for future applications. Currently, the best efficiency is
when MV2+ reduction is occurring rather than when MV+ reduction is occurring. Formation of
MV0 at a potential of -1100 mV has a low ε which means most of the electrons provided by the
external power are wasted by side reactions or lost from the system; most of the electrons were
not used in the MV reduction. Although the peak value of ε for MV+ reduction is not satisfactory,
the system (electrode, reactor, etc.) used for this study is not optimized for a high ε. However,
designing of a better electrode may enable the efficiency to be high for reduction of both MV2+
and MV+. Using a better material instead of graphite which minimizes H+ reduction and medium
reduction but favors MV reduction can increase the efficiency of the system. Therefore,
engineering analysis and design is critical for optimizing systems.
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On another note, the ε in this study is based on the solution of 9:1 H 2 O: DMF at -1100
mV and when using MV in a biological system, medium is used. As demonstrated in the
experimental results, the reduction of medium can contribute to the current and reduce the
efficiency of MV reduction. Thus, in the presence of medium, the process should have an even
lower efficiency than the predictions shown in Figure 5.4. Comparing with an efficiency of more
than 85% for a biological process using electrons directly from electrodes [28, 29], the efficiency
using MV as electron donor is low although there are still many design opportunities that can
make this efficiency higher. Also, processes using external electron mediators in biological
system possessed advantages including more available bio organisms for better yield and broader
choice of product.
The low efficiency of MV reduction was likely because of the competition of H+
reduction. As shown in Figure 5.5 the current difference between reduction with or without MV
was small which meant the reduction of H+ and MV had similar rates and/or most of the surface
area or surface active sited were occupied by H+ and only a few were used for MV reduction.
Blocking the H+ on the electrode surface by introducing a specially designed electrode would
decrease the competition of H+ and increase the efficiency. For example, if blocking the H+ can
free 99.9% percent of surface sites for MV reduction (if H+ dominates the adsorption), then the
rate of MV reduction can increase 1000 times, then the MV might be suitable for commercial
application. Future work related to engineering analysis of the mechanism(s) of the competition
between H+ and MV would be beneficial for a better engineering designed system.
With regards to applications using bio organisms, the reduction of MV is only the first
step in using MV as external electron donor in biological processes [36, 37]. After MV2+ is
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reduced, the reduced MV species must transport into the bio organisms and then transfer
electrons from MV to metabolic pathway(s). MV+ would then be oxidized back to MV2+ and
MV2+ would have to transport out of the bio organisms and be reduced again on the electrode.
In summary, although the overall efficiency for the reduction of MV was lower than 22%,
the engineering analysis performed in this study provides possibilities that the efficiency can be
increased and MV can be used as an electron mediator. The efficiency can possibly be increased
by specially designed electrodes which can block the reduction of H+ and favored the reduction
of MV. The efficiency can also be increased by a better medium composition with replacement
of oxidized species with more reduced species. The process of using MV as external electron
donor is still promising but requires more research on the improvement of efficiency. Thus, it is
critical that the system should be carefully designed and characterized for better application of
MV.
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6.1

CONCLUSIONS

Summary
The use of MV in biological studies has shown promising potential as an external

electron mediator, although a better understanding of the underlying engineering principles
would provide more guidance as to the potential use of MV in various applications. This study
focused on the thermodynamic and kinetic characterization of MV in an electrode system to
provide a foundation that can lead towards better control and design of biological systems
utilizing extracellular electron mediators.
The thermodynamic study provides the analysis of the minimum required external energy
input to reduce MV2+ in the solution to useable MV species that can donate electrons and
provides guidance on the applied potential needed to control the types of MV species that are
present. The kinetic analysis provides information of the MV reduction rate (or electron transfer
rate), which is valuable when assessing the feasibility of future cellular applications based on
required cellular electron consumption rates. For efficiency studies, where the electron efficiency
is defined as the ratio of the electrons acquired by the reducing MV versus the electrons provided
by external power, the efficiency helps in the analysis of the economic feasibility in future
biofuel production with an electrode system.
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6.2

6.2.1

Discussion and future opportunities

Electrode design
The electrode used in the system was made of graphite. With the graphite electrode, the

kinetic and the coulombic efficiency of the MV reduction was not satisfactory for commercial
applications. However, with the engineering analysis in this study, the electrode can be
redesigned for better kinetics and efficiency in three ways.
First, as discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, the reduction of H+ on the cathode likely lowered
the kinetic rates of MV reduction and the coulombic efficiency of MV reduction. A better
designed electrode that minimizes the side-reaction of H+ reduction can increase both the kinetic
and the coulombic efficiency. H+ was likely adsorbed on the electrode surface where it was
reduced to H 2 at an applied potential of -1100mV. As discussed in Chapter 4, the rate constants
shown in this study may be underestimated and would be higher in a more comprehensive model
that included the reduction of H 2 . Higher k2 and k4 values would led to a higher reduction rate
of MV species if H+ reduction was prohibited in the future.
As for the efficiency, the reduction of protons consumes electrons that are provided by
the external power, leading to a reduced efficiency. Higher coulombic efficiency would be
achieved if H+ reduction was eliminated.
The material of the electrode can also be carefully designed to reduce the reduction of H+
and favor the reduction of MV. The material can either be designed to minimize the adsorption
of H+ on surface or designed to minimize the reduction of H+ if H+ is adsorbed on the surface.
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Second, the affinity of MV species, especially MV+, can be increased for better kinetics
and efficiency. The electrode used in this study was a graphite electrode which had a porous
surface structure. H+ is a much smaller molecule than MV. H+ can more easily diffuse into small
pores compared to MV. With a specially designed electrode, the size of the pores can be
controlled to maximize the amount of MV molecules that can interact with the electrode. More
MV on the surface would lead to a higher reduction rate and a higher efficiency.
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the fraction of surface sites occupied by MV+ (θ MV +) had a
peak value of 1.9% for a very short time and most of the surface sites were occupied by either
MV2+ or MV0. The rate constant for reduction of MV+ was two orders of magnitude higher than
the rate constant for reduction of MV2+. If a specially designed electrode is designed to increase
the affinity of MV+ on the surface and increase the value of θ MV +, then the rate of the reduction
of MV+ can be largely increased by two orders of magnitude. Also, increasing the affinity of
MV+ can decrease the fraction of surface sites occupied by H+ and reduce the negative effect of
the reduction of H+.
Third, the total surface area of the electrode can be increased to provide more active sites
for surface reduction. As discussed in Chapter 4, the value of θ MV 2+ and θ MV 0 was approximately
1 most of the time which demonstrated that there were no vacant sites available. The rate
constants k2 and k4 in Chapter 4, which are a function of the total surface sites, would increase if
the total number of the sites increased. Thus, increasing the total surface sites can increase the
reduction rate of the MV.
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6.2.2

Control of MV species
Three MV species have distinctive properties and a system should be designed for the

most suitable species instead of randomly using all three species together (like most existing
studies). Controlling the species of MV in the solution is beneficial to maximize the positive
effects that the species has on the desired product. As discussed in Chapter 2, MV2+ is potentially
toxic to bio organisms but MV+ and MV0 both have promising potential to be effective electron
mediators. According to the thermodynamic model developed, the toxicity of MV2+ can be
assessed by measuring cell growth in the presence of primarily MV2+ by imposing a potential
less negative than -650 mV to the system. In addition, the toxicity of any of the MV species on
cell growth or product formation can be assessed by measuring cell growth in the presence of
carefully controlled systems that produce the desired MV species.
Also, MVCl 2 has a low equilibrium constant (5.6x10-5 M2) which leads to a low
concentration of free MV2+ in the solution. The free MV2+ concentration can be changed by
varying the Cl- concentration. It is unclear as to the impact of other anions on the free MV2+
concentration.

6.2.3

Medium design
The metal, mineral and vitamin solutions consumed more electrons than water alone. The

medium analyses serves as a guide for future modification of the medium for P11 cells when
using P11 in an electrochemical system. By replacing components that are in their oxidized
states with more reduced states, the reduction of medium species can be partly eliminated to
enable more electrons to flow to MV or other electron carriers. However, it is critical that the
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modified medium should not have adverse effects on cell growth and fermentation for
microorganisms. The redox state of the solution should also be carefully considered since the
redox state can affect the fermentation [105]. An optimized medium would better support
cellular growth and fermentation, and the medium would not contribute to the current and
decrease the coulombic efficiency for the MV reduction.

6.2.4

Other electron mediators
The engineering analysis involving thermodynamics, kinetics and coulombic efficiency

was performed using the electron mediator MV. The analysis provides guidance towards a better
design for applications such as electron mediators for biofuel production and electron mediators
for fuel cells. A similar engineering analysis of other successful electron mediators including NR,
Benzyl viologen, 9,10-anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonic acid disodium salt (AQDS), safranine O,
resazurin and humic acids would be beneficial.

6.3

Conclusion
Thermodynamic, kinetic and efficiency analysis had been performed in this study for

electrochemical reduction of MV. These engineering analyses provides guidance for designing
systems for better MV redox state control, quicker kinetics and a higher coloumbic efficiency.
MV has possibiliities of applications such as microbial fuel cells, biofuels formation, and waste
water treatment. However, engineering analysis of electron mediators is critical to provide better
engineering control, design, and economic analysis for future applications.
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8

8.1

APPENDIX

Composition of the medium for P11
Table 8-8-1 Composition of mineral stock solution
Unit (g/L)

Minerals stock solution
Potassium Chloride

10

Potassium Phosphate Monobasic (KH 2 PO 4 )

10

Magnesium sulfate

20

Table 8-8-2 Composition of vitamin stock solution
Unit (g/L)

Vitamin stock solution
Pyridoxine hydrochloride

0.01

Thiamine hydrochloride

0.005

Riboflavin

0.005

D-Pantothenic acid hemicalcium salt

0.005

Thioctic acid

0.005

p-(4)-Aminobenzoic Acid

0.005
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Table 8-8-3 Composition of vitamin stock solution - continued
Unit (g/L)

Vitamin stock solution
Nicotinic acid

0.005

Vitamin B12

0.005

d-Biotin

0.002

Folic acid

0.002

2-mercaptoethanesulfonic acid sodium salt (MESNA)

0.01

Table 8-8-4 Composition of trace metal stock solution
Unit (g/L)

Trace Metal Stock Solution (ml per liter)
Nitrilotriacetic acid

2

Manganese sulfate monohydrate

1

Ferrous ammonium sulfate

0.8

Cobalt chloride hexahydrate

0.2

Zinc sulfate heptahydrate

1

Nickel chloride

0.2

Sodium molybdate dehydrate

0.02

Sodium selenite anhydrous

0.1

Sodium tungstate dehydrate

0.2
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Table 8-8-5 Composition of calcium stock solution
Unit (g/L)

Calcium Stock Solution (ml per liter)
Calcium chloride dehydrate

10
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